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South Carolina Dealer Lorick Office Products
Celebrates 80 Years in Business
When David Clarence Lorick Sr. and Leo Couch opened the doors of their new
office supplies store, Lorick & Couch in Columbia, South Carolina in 1937, the
country was still struggling to come out of the Great Depression.
Ironically, they opened on Labor Day in a year when unemployment stood at
a heady 14%. Business certainly could not have been easy for any aspiring
entrepreneurs back then, but a shared commitment to hard work and superior
customer service stood them in good stead and their dealership weathered the
storm of the Depression and flourished.
Couch passed away in November 1950 and the company became Lorick Office
Supply. Soon after Lorick himself died and business operations passed on to
his wife Nadine.
The business has stayed in the Lorick family since then and is currently in the
hands of David and Nadine Lorick’s granddaughter, Jeanne Lorick Brutschy,
and her first cousin, Karen Lorick Broach.
Furniture has always been part of the product mix at Lorick Office Products,
Jeanne reports. “In the last 10 to 15 years it has grown to become almost 50%
of the business,” she says. In part, the
move to furniture was a survival strategy
to offer goods and services that her big
box competitors were unable to match.
“With furniture, especially on bigger projects, it requires planning, design and installation,” says Jeanne. “That is something that you can’t get from Amazon.”
Celebratory anniversary activities will get
underway in earnest to tie in with the dealership’s Labor Day birthday, with a company-wide luncheon the Friday before.

continued on page 4 >>
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EDITORIAL
Get Ready to Get Out
and Learn Something!
Don’t look now, but all of a sudden, it’s show time
again in our little corner of the economy!
The festivities get underway this month with the
BSA Forum in Austin (for manufacturers, wholesalers and reps who serve the Independent Dealer
Channel), IS and TriMega’s fifth annual EPIC Conference in Las Vegas and, just down the road from
EPIC, the ISSA/INTERCLEAN jan-san show.
October promises the City of Hope Spirit of Life
Gala in Chicago, Office Partners’ annual meeting
in West Palm Beach and the EDspaces school and
higher ed furniture convention and expo in Kansas
City. As if all that wasn’t enough, there’s NeoCon
East in Philadelphia in November.
It’s never real hard to find a reason to stay home
… business is too good to miss, it’s too bad to be
spending money we don’t have to, we just lost a
sales rep, we just hired a new one, etc., etc. But unless there’s something really urgent that absolutely
demands your presence, think about what you miss
by not taking advantage of the convention and/or
trade show opportunity.
Even with all the social media, chat rooms and bulletin boards out there today, there’s still no better
place than on the meeting circuit to take the pulse
of our industry and gain fresh insights and perspectives on critical business challenges and opportunities.
One of the things that makes independent dealers
truly a special breed is their willingness to share
ideas and information with their fellow dealers on
just about any aspect of their business. In the same
way that buying groups help independents leverage
their collective buying power to keep them competitive, that spirit of sharing serves the same purpose
by helping dealers leverage their collective knowledge and experience.
But you can’t tap into all that industry know-how
if you don’t show up. So if you don’t yet have any
travel plans for the next month or two, do something about it. Quite simply, there’s just too much
at stake for the long-term health of your business
to stay home.
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As your business grows, it
becomes more and more complex.

WE MAKE IT SIMPLE!
Navigate through the complexity by creating the most productive and efficient processes with a cloud-based,
fully integrated business management solution designed for office products and office furniture dealers.

WE CAN HELP YOU:
Customize e-commerce web store with a mobile shopping app to gain a competitive edge and
better serve your customers
Eliminate frustration and increase overall sales and customer retention with our easy customer
relationship management tools
Save time and optimize deliveries with our proof-of-delivery and vehicle routing software

With ECi’s U.S. based software support, on-site and virtual training options, and a seamless
implementation process, we can provide a complete solution to help you grow your business.

One complete solution for your business
Our experts are ready to help find the right solution to improve your business processes today!

Contact us now at 866.374.3221 or info@ecisolutions.com
Please reference this ad when you contact us
866.374.3221

www.ecisolutions.com

info@ecisolutions.com

©2017 ECi Software Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved. ECi and the ECi Red Box logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of ECi Software Solutions, Inc.
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In addition, the whole month of September is featuring special anniversary prize
giveaways and drawings at the store for
customers. The sales force will also deliver anniversary gift bags to customers.
“Every year is big, but when you reach 80
years in business it’s time for a celebration,” said Jeanne.

“Taking the risk to start CIS at the age
of 25 and aligning myself with Knoll as a
strategic partner was one of the best decisions I ever made,” said Lisa, who started Corporate Interior Systems in 1985.
“My vision for the future of CIS matched
the values of Knoll, and Corporate Interior
Systems has been among its Top 15 dealerships in the country for 26 years.”

AZ Business Publication
Names Local Dealer
President One of the State’s
‘Most Influential Women’
Congratulations are in order for Lisa
Johnson, president and CEO of Corporate Interior Systems in Phoenix, who was
recently recognized by Az Business and The magazine featured Lisa, along with
AZRE magazines in their list of this year’s other women on the list, in its July/August
GR#2180_Engergel_Prime_ad.pdf
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9:51 AM
issue
and all were honored at a special
Most Influential Women in Arizona.

event last month. “It was a great honor to
be recognized and singled out as a strong
woman leader in our community and our
industry,” said Lisa.

Weeks Lerman of New York
Helps Get Disadvantaged
Students Prepared to Start
the School Year
In New York City, the Weeks Lerman
Group has been hard at work of late on
Operation Backpack, a special program
spearheaded by the Volunteers of America nonprofit that’s designed to make life
a little easier for children from homeless
and domestic violence shelters as they
start a new school year.

continued on page 6 >>
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Channel-specific resources
will help build sales.

Education

Industrial

Get 24/7 access to targeted digital
content and marketing tools.
Avery understands how important it is to engage
customers often with relevant information, products and
promotions specific to their business. From Education
and Health Care to Industrial and Legal, the Avery Reseller
Portal, www.averyreseller.com, provides comprehensive
marketing tools and sales generating content that will help
target individual vertical market channels.

averyreseller.com
©2018 Avery Products Corporation. All Rights Reserved.

Office

Legal

Medical

Discover the Avery Reseller Portal
• 24/7 access to all registered users with simple registration
and login
• Channel-specific content and marketing tools for a variety
of vertical markets
• Avery renowned service and support
• Enhanced user experience, superior search functionality
and easier access to enhanced content
• Intuitive to use and easy to navigate
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The dealership has been a long-time supporter of the program,
reports Cindy Cioccia, chief operating officer. “I saw a sign promoting this campaign on my way into work seven years ago and
I thought back then this would be a great campaign to get behind,” she explains.

In addition to donating supplies to support the effort, some 80
Weeks Lerman volunteers spent three weeks last month stuffing backpacks. The dealership also set up a raffle to benefit the
cause. Prizes included a 60-inch Smart TV and a laptop computer and that effort is on track to raise more than $10,000.
And, says Cindy, the benefit of efforts like these is not just limited
to the recipients of all the good deeds. “When you get behind a
program such as this, your actions leave you with a great feeling,” she points out. “Charitable gifts work both ways.”

Strickland Companies Brings Caring
Activities to Birmingham City Schools
Getting a brand new backpack crammed with school supplies
can make the difference between a child being excited to go to
school and not wanting to go at all, says Cindy. “These students
are stigmatized if they start school without supplies but when
they walk through the doors with full backpacks they can start
school with their heads held high,” she points out.
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In July, a team of Strickland employees visited a local elementary
school and spent a day working on landscaping and brightening
up the playground.
“We had a great time sprucing up the school and bringing a little Strickland sparkle to our community,” reports Emily Murphy,
marketing specialist.
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GROWING YOUR BUSINESS IS
OUR BUSINESS
Domtar Supports the Local Independent Dealer
The pulp and paper industry is of one of the largest manufacturing segments in North America. Products ranging from copy paper to cereal and juice boxes
play an integral part in the everyday lives of people across the country, and around the world. The paper industry and the communities where they operate,
play a vital role in the North American economy. The complex supply chain needed specifically in the paper industry has a positive trickle-down effect and is
a large economic driver for local communities across the United States and Canada.

Empowering the Independent Dealer
Domtar understands the impact supporting local businesses has on the local
economy. By providing their partner-brand private label program; they are
empowering the independent dealer in utilizing out-of-the-box ideas to promote
their business. The program consists of customized carton and ream designs and
supplemental marketing collateral such as carton inserts, samples packs and digital
web banners that highlight the features and benefits of the dealer’s private brand
and services.

Made Here, Made by Domtar
Domtar has been a centerpiece in many local
communities for more than a century and is proud to
have a local footprint. Domtar paper is manufactured in
North America and their employees live in the markets
they serve. The organization employs over 9000 people
throughout the United States and Canada, helping
enrich regional and local economies. With manufacturing
sites and distribution centers across North America, the
company’s facilities truly drive growth at a local level. In
fact, for every 100 jobs that are created at Domtar’s mills
and converting facilities, 325 additional jobs are created –
many within the surrounding communities where the
facilities are located.
Like many of the independent
dealer partners that support
their communities through
local and national non-profit
organizations, Domtar is
involved with several charitable
programs. Many of their employees actively participate
in school boards, local councils and community events.
In 2016, Domtar’s employees spent over 4,000 hours
on company-sponsored area events and since 2012, the
organization’s manufacturing facilities and sales offices
have contributed over $7 million to local causes.

In an increasingly competitive market,
Domtar’s private label program is a key
differentiator and growth driver for many
independent dealers. Each private label
program has distinct elements with
a unique value proposition. This program
allows the independent dealer to build
brand loyalty and drive sales, while
establishing themselves as a pillar of their
local community.

Dealer Spotlight: Herald Office Solutions
Herald Office Solutions is an independent office supply dealer based out of Dillon, SC.
With a vast knowledge in the office supply industry and over 120 years of experience since
opening their doors in 1893, the company has provided innovative solutions to their
customers’ unique needs.
Herald Office has participated in Domtar’s private label program for over 8 years and has
experienced a tremendously positive response as a result. They are a very dynamic and
creative partner and see the value in what the Domtar program brings to their business.
“Our company boasts of being not just a vendor, but a partner to our clients. Domtar
embodies this same philosophy as they partner with us to position their products in such
a way as to promote our brand,” said Thomas Jordan, president of Herald Office Solutions.
“Our private label line not only serves as another
“touch point” to clients who see the boxes
every day in their office, but Domtar has even
helped with special boxes for holidays and
other charity promotions. They are easy to work
with and focused on what is necessary to drive
our business forward – everything we at Herald
would hope our partners would say of us!”

For more information contact your local Domtar Account Manager or call 1-800-458-4640.
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Seattle Dealer NuLeaf Launches Branded
Nonprofit to Support Children and Families
in Need
Kelly Cudworth, president of NuLeaf Office Supply in Seattle, has
combined his passion for biking with a similar commitment to
giving back to create NuHope Street, a separate nonprofit of his
own that’s dedicated to raising funds and organizing awareness
events to help children in need.

In Birmingham, Alabama, associates of Strickland Companies
recently partnered with the city’s school district and a local nonprofit on a special back-to-school beautification effort.
“We would like to thank Strickland Companies for their participation in the Hands On Birmingham Back to School Initiative,” said
the school’s principal. “We are so grateful for them coming out
and cleaning the playground and landscaping our school.”

“We developed a brand that can support a diversity of nonprofits,” said Kelly. He reached out to two small business owners who
started out as customers and quickly became friends and with his
wife Melissa the four of them became the core of NuHope Street.

continued on page 10 >>

WHY PROMARK?
SI 50

Next-Day Production & Shipping on ProMark Products
100% Satisfaction Guarantee
Multi-Location Distribution Options Available
Coast-to-Coast, 3-Day Shipping Available
Engraving, Stamps & Signs all available from one source
Exclusive to the Independent Channel

Here’s what one of our customers had to say:
“We’ve found that most of our customers want to re-order
the same stamp brand that they have on their desk.
We switched to ProMark because long term we know that
the repeat orders can only come back to independent
ofce product dealers.”
Jennifer H.
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5999 Woodway Drive
Waco, Texas 76712
(254) 776-1080
Email - Orders@platemakers.com
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618 W. Airport Road
Menasha, Wisconsin 54952
(920) 725-2683
Email - Ofce@foxstamp.com
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In 66 years, FireKing has had a 0% fail rate. How do you like them apples?
Yes, we make fireproof cabinets, ensuring your customer’s contents—
and, by extension, your reputation—don’t get cooked.

Don’t make an ash of yourself. Choose FireKing.

Made in the USA
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The first event, Spokes to Ride, took place this past June and
raised more than $12,000 to support Live Beyond Words and
The Masaka Children’s Fund, two small nonprofits that are on the
ground in the Congo and Uganda.
These nonprofits work for children in need and represent the sort
of nonprofits that are targeted—smaller grass roots nonprofits
with boots on the ground making a positive impact on children
and families in need.

Wisconsin Dealer Office Outfitters
Supports School Children in Need
In Waupaca, Wisconsin, Bill Zimmerman and his team at Office
Outfitters have developed an outstanding track record of community involvement and support for worthy causes over the
years. Most recently, those efforts have involved working with local organizations to meet the needs of underprivileged children.

The organization’s next event, Run the Mountain, will be held later this month and will raise funds to support a local nonprofit
that provides academic and other essential support to children
in foster care. Also on the group’s calendar: a black-tie dinner
fundraiser this winter and a golf event scheduled for next spring.
[LEARN MORE]

Office Outfitters owner Bill Zimmerman (left) presented a check for $255 to Operation
School Supplies to help local children in need.

continued on page 12 >>
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AOPD Gives You
the Best of Both Worlds

AOPD specializes in office products contracting opportunities.
Our customers enjoy the benefits of a national corporate purchasing
program and the tremendous advantages of working with local
committed dealers.
With hundreds of contracts – including those with National Cooperative
Purchasing Alliance (NCPA), a leading national public sector government
purchasing cooperative, and Premier, one of the nation’s largest group
purchasing alliance with over 100,000 members – we prove it every day.

When it comes to attaining the best of both
worlds, AOPD connects the pieces of the puzzle.
AOPD Corporate Location
1652 E. Main Street, Suite 220
St. Charles, Illinois 60174
630.761.0600 | Fax 630.761.0691 | www.aopd.com
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“In July we partnered with the First Assembly of God Church to
provide school supplies to children who could not afford to purchase them,” reports Bill.
Every $100 that customers spent with the dealership in July generated a $5 contribution to Operation School Supply, resulting in
a check for the school for $255 at the end of August.
This month, Office Outfitters is running a similar effort in support of Project Back Pack, a year-long program run by another
local church in partnership with four different local school districts. “Children on the schools’ free meal plan can sign up for
the program and receive a backpack on Fridays with food for the
weekend,” reports Bill.

Wisconsin Dealer BSI Holds ‘Banana Split
Race’ for Charity
There’s one thing you can say about today’s dealers—they never
have a problem finding wacky ways to support worthy causes!

Earlier this summer, BSI held a fundraiser with a difference in
support of a local organization that helps make life a little easier
for cancer patients. Five associates donned banana costumes
and went head to head in a fiercely competitive “Banana Split

Case in point: BSI (Building Service Inc) in Waukesha, Wisconsin.

continued on page 14 >>
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world’s

longest-lasting
AA battery

New enhancements make Energizer®
Ultimate Lithium™ batteries the best and
longest-lasting disposable AA batteries.
Additional benefits:
• world’s highest-energy AA battery
• holds power up to 20 years in storage
• leak proof under normal consumer use
• performs in extreme temperatures, from
-40ºF to 140ºF
©2016 Energizer.
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99.99% Jam-Free
Performance*

Georgia-Pacific stands behind the performance of Spectrum ® papers.
When used how they are intended, our papers perform. It’s that simple.

Your Complete Paper Needs Wrapped Up...Simple.

*GP’s performance guarantee is based on rigorous testing completed on our Spectrum® Standard 92 line of papers by Buyers Laboratory.
©2017 Georgia-Pacific Consumer Products LP. All rights reserved. The Georgia-Pacific logo and all trademarks are owned by or licensed to Georgia-Pacific Consumer Products LP.
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Race” as their BSI teammates cheered them on.
The race was organized by the BSI W.I.S.E. Committee, a group
of volunteer associates who host events and activities that are
based around workplace improvement and social events.

ness’s bottom line. Just ask Jeremy Bourret, CEO at Suburban in
Middletown, Connecticut. Jeremy and his team recently took their
dealership solar with the installation of a solar panel array after
spending more than a year researching their options and planning
for the installation.

For the Banana Split Race, associates could sponsor racers, with
the money going to BSI’s sponsored charity while BSI associates
were rewarded with ice cream sundaes and a raffle for prizes.
In just five days, the effort raised over $800 for the charity. “The
Banana Split Race was a memorable event that allowed associates to get together for a cool treat on a hot day, have a great
time and support the community,” said LeaAnn Odekirk, marketing and communications specialist. “It’s another reason why BSI
is consistently named a great place to work.”

Connecticut Dealer Suburban Saves on
Energy Costs With Solar
Doing things that help the environment is a worthy undertaking
in and of itself but it can also turn out to be positive for a busi-

continued on page 16 >>
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Marketing Engine
in entirely new ways

videos

eBooks
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papers
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Introducing Amplify
Clover Imaging Group’s
Content Marketing Platform
that is unique to you

Amplify your brand awareness,
engage new customers and increase
sales through this innovative
marketing program

Request a Demo Today!
Contact your CIG Sales Representative
(866) 734-6548 | cloverimaging.com
786017A | Clover Imaging Group, Amplify, and their logos are a trademarks owned by Clover Technologies Group, LLC, and may be registered in the United States and other countries.
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The combination of tax credits, energy savings and ZREC funding,
which comes from the local utility company, guarantees dollars
down to the bottom line, Jeremy reports.
The dealership’s new 60 kilowatt (kWp) solar array, which features
170 panels, went live this past June. kWp refers to the rate at
which the solar array generates electricity at peak performance.
“We are able to generate 100% of our own power on a sunny day,”
says Jeremy. “Sometimes, we even generate more energy than we
use, and it feeds back into the grid.”
Being a responsible custodian of the environment ties in perfectly with Suburban’s business goals and philosophy, says Jeremy.
“We have always pushed hard on being a responsible member of
the community,” he points out.

The initial focus of Monkeytown’s recruitment activities has been
the local healthcare market, reports Kurt. There is an increasing
shortage of nursing staff nationwide, so recruitment is a key issue for many healthcare organizations,” he points out.
In addition to hosting a recruiting booth at a local health fair and
attending recruiting events for physicians, the dealership is also
using direct mail, social media and TV advertising to get the word
on its new staffing service.

In Salt Lake City, Granite Office Plays Ball
for a Successful Open House

Conserving energy also ties into the long-term financial stability
of Suburban. “At the end of the day it will help make us stronger
and more competitive,” he says.
While it may sound daunting, Jeremy says the process of adding
a solar energy system isn’t too complicated, though it still takes
time to understand the different components.
Like to learn more? Jeremy says he would be happy to talk to
any dealers who are thinking of going solar themselves; just drop
him an email (jeremy@suburbanop.com).

Iowa Dealer Monkeytown Now Offers
Recruitment Services
Kurt Karr, president of Vinton, Iowa-based Monkeytown, is one
dealer who has really taken the whole one-stop-shop value proposition idea to heart.
Along with a broad product mix that includes jan-san, breakroom, printing and technology products in addition to traditional office supplies and furniture, Kurt and his team have offered
marketing services for a number of years—they have their own
graphic designer on staff—and added a videographer last year.
Most recently, they’ve moved in a new non-traditional direction
to meet yet another key business need—employee recruitment.
It all started when Kurt attended a local business meeting and
the conversation shifted to the challenges facing businesses on
the staffing front.

In Salt Lake City, Lee Mercer and his team at Granite Office may
not quite have taken customers out to the ballpark, but they
came close at a recent open house where the baseball theme
was very much front and center.
“We had a local hot dog company come in and cater the event,”
reports Lee Mercer, co-owner. This was the second year for the
open house and after the success of the first two events it’s definitely going to be added to the schedule as a regular event, he
says.
“It is great exposure for many of our customers who only see our
website,” adds Lee. It is especially important for furniture. “When
our customers think of us they primarily think of office supplies;
when they come out and see that we have an office furniture
showroom it definitely opens some doors,” he points out.
About 150 customers attended to meet with vendors and collect
product information and samples. Also on tap: prize drawings for
tickets to upcoming local concerts and other goodies.

Where management sees a problem, an entrepreneur sees opportunity and in response, Monkeytown has begun to offer workforce development services. “As you look at it, recruitment is a
lot like marketing. You are filling a different pipeline, but it is much
the same process,” says Kurt.
SEPTEMBER 2017
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Roman Candle Red™ (RY)
Combustible Orange™ (TE)

Lemon Zest™ (LN)
Lightening Lime™ (LE)
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Let Boise® FIREWORX premium multi-use colored paper
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FIREWORX and Paper with Purpose are trademarks of Boise White Paper, L.L.C. or its affiliates. BOISE is a trademark of Boise Cascade Company.
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SECRETS of success

Kyle Office Solutions
Paper and printing are both dying markets,
right? Everything is moving to tablets, flash
drives and the cloud and if you don’t come
up with a way to fill the void, you may as
well just shut up shop tomorrow.
Maybe you might believe all that but don’t
tell Chris Kyle and his team at Kyle Office
Solutions in Tuscaloosa, Alabama.
About a year ago, Kyle’s purchased a local
Kwik Kopy franchise whose husband-andwife owners were getting ready to retire.
Like many dealerships, Kyle’s had sold
some printing for many years but this was
an opportunity to grow that side of the
business and regardless of all the gloom
and doom they heard about paper, the
Kyle team seized it with both hands.
In addition to taking on the Kwik Kopy
business, Kyle’s also hired a full-time
graphic designer and brought in a highspeed Xerox color production printer to
boost capabilities in short run brochures,
newsletters and similar products.
“We certainly recognize that the world is
going more and more digital but in our
market, most businesses still need printed
materials of one kind or another and we
felt the acquisition offered us a lot of new
business potential,” Chris explains.
SEPTEMBER 2017

n Management Team: Chris Kyle,
president; Drew Kyle, secretary/
treasurer; Bruce Bovett, senior vice
president; Wendy Fourt, office manager
n Products and Services: Office supplies,
office furniture, promotional products,
Xerox copiers and printers, commercial
printing, jan-san

So far, at least,
those expectations have been
met and then
some, Chris
reports. The dealership’s printing business
is currently running 17% ahead of last
year and the expansion has also brought
in a number of new supplies and furniture
accounts who were existing Kwik Kopy
customers.

Taking a position that’s counter to conventional industry thinking is not exactly a new
experience for the Kyle organization.
Chris and his brother Drew, who serves as
the dealership’s secretary/treasurer, represent the third generation of the Kyle family
to run the company, which was founded
by his grandfather back in 1929 as an
Underwood typewriter house.
Over the years, the Kyle brothers have
heard more than their share of doom-laden forecasts about family businesses but
somehow they’ve found a way to keep
growing.
“We have our challenges like every independent out there, but being a locally
owned and operated business also has its
advantages,” Chris contends. “Being small
INDEPENDENT DEALER

n Year Founded: 1929
n No. of Employees: 25
n Annual Sales: More than $5 million
n Key Business Partners: S.P. Richards,
TriMega, AOPD, ECi, Xerox
n Online sales: 53%
n www.kyleofficesolutions.com

means we can take the time to really get
to know our customers, build relationships
with them and customize our offerings in
a way that sets us apart from our big box
competition.”
And, he adds, when opportunities like the
Kwik Kopy acquisition come along, a small
business can react quickly to make the
most of them without going through multiple layers of management and decision
makers.
It’s a model that takes the values of
integrity, honesty and hard work that
have been part of the Kyle DNA since the
dealership first opened for business nearly
90 years ago and combines them with an
aggressive, entrepreneurial mindset that
continues to drive growth, even in mature
markets.
Paper and printing dead in the water?
Family businesses a thing of the past? Not
the way Chris Kyle and his team play the
game. Indeed, they’re doing just fine on
both counts!
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COME CELEBRATE HOPE

HOWARD WOLF
GOLF CLASSIC

Wednesday, October 4
Cantigny Golf Club, Wheaton, IL

2017 SPIRIT OF LIFE® GALA
HONORING STEVE SCHULTZ OF GOJO

Thursday, October 5
Navy Pier, Chicago, IL

Join us October 4 and 5 as the National Business Products Industry celebrates
its year-long support of cancer and diabetes research and treatment at
City of Hope. Through the industry’s continued generosity, more than
$160 million has been raised over the course of more than 30 years, cementing
a legacy of compassionate philanthropic support.
This year, we celebrate yet another milestone with the industry’s philanthropic
support of City of Hope, whose research impacts the lives of more than
100 million patients with cancer around the world.
Join the celebration beginning Wednesday, October 4,
for the annual Howard Wolf Golf Classic, followed
by the industry’s year-long culmination on Thursday,
October 5, at the Spirit of Life Gala honoring Steve
Schultz of GOJO.

STEVE SCHULTZ
North American and
International Business
President and Chief
Operating Officer,
GOJO Industries
2017 Spirit of Life® Honoree

To register for these events or to get more information, visit CityofHope.org/nbpi.

If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

Private Equity Investment Group Apax Partners to Acquire ECi
Dealer technology provider ECi Software
Solutions will soon be under new ownership, following the announcement last
month that private equity investment
group Apax Partners has reached a definitive agreement to acquire it.
ECi is currently owned by affiliates of The
Carlyle Group and Level Equity. Carlyle
will retain a minority ownership position in
the company going forward and two Carlyle Group representatives will remain on
the ECi board, ECi said.
Apax Partners funds are particularly active in the technology, telecom and services sectors. Its holdings include Exact
Software, makers of ERP software for
small and medium-sized manufacturers.
As part of the deal, Exact Software’s operations will be combined with ECi. Current
ECi senior management, including CEO
Ron Books, will continue to lead the combined company, which will retain the ECi
name and remain headquartered in Fort
Worth.

“Apax Funds’ acquisition of ECi is the start
of another exciting chapter in our history
of supporting the growth of small- and
medium-sized businesses,” said Books.
“As one of the largest private Software as a
Service businesses in the world, this transaction will allow us to continue to deliver
innovative solutions to our nearly 15,000
customers, expanding our footprint in our
current vertical markets and beyond.”
Commenting on the deal’s implications
specifically for ECi’s office products and
office furniture business units, Books said
they will remain “a very important and significant part of the business with over 2025% of several key financial metrics.”
Added Brian Bowerfind, who recently
joined the company’s Distribution Division as its new president, “The Distribution division within ECi is growing from a
resource perspective. We’ve had growth
this year from a headcount perspective
and I don’t see that changing anytime
soon. We’re specifically adding resourc-

es in Support and will add Development
and Product Management resources as
required, based on growth and demand.”
One area that will clearly be getting greater attention going forward will be the shift
from server-based systems to cloudbased platforms.
“Over 65% of customers in our Distribution Division are currently operating on a
cloud-based solution and while we still
support our on premise customers, the
voluntary transition to the cloud has been
significant,” Books indicated.
He said the shift will continue to take place
on all software platforms, driven in large
part by an ever-increasing focus on security. “SMB’s just don’t have the infrastructure required to protect themselves against
current and future threats,” Books said.
The transaction is expected to close in the
third quarter of 2017, subject to the usual
closing conditions. Terms of the deal were
not disclosed.

TriMega Announces New Collaboration with S.P. Richards, Adds New Members
The TriMega dealer group last month announced a new collaboration with S.P.
Richards on the wholesaler’s Advantage
Carton Direct (ACD) and Advantage Full
Carton (AFC) programs by which purchases by TriMega members on both contracts
will be centrally billed by TriMega.
TriMega said the enhancement will provide several efficiency benefits to its members. They include only having to process
one check, instead of multiples, improved
cash flow with longer payment terms and
for TriMega members that pay within 30
SEPTEMBER 2017

days, an additional 0.5% special early pay
discount.
Commenting on the new collaboration,
TriMega president Mike Maggio said,
“This new program with SPR presents a
valuable opportunity for our members to
purchase in ways that fit best with their
business.
“The ACD and AFC programs have a
place in most dealer’s procurement strategies, be they large or small, stocking or
stockless, so this program will only help to
INDEPENDENT DEALER

refine those strategies, improve COGS, ultimately improving the bottom line for our
members.”
“We are excited to be taking this step with
TriMega and its Members,” said Bryan
Wight, senior vice president, sales and
marketing at S.P. Richards. “S.P. Richards
has a long history of complementing TriMega’s direct buy model with innovative
tools and programs to help keep dealers
competitive in their marketplaces, and we

continued on page 21 >>
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firmly believe that this new ACD and AFC collaboration with TriMega is just another example of that.”

Later elevated to the position of division VP, Greg played a prominent role in growing SPR’s Pacific footprint, the company said.

Separately, TriMega announced the addition of several new dealer members to the group. They include: American Paper & Twine,
Nashville, TN; Buy Smart LLC, San Diego, CA; CAM Office Services, Woburn, MA; Corporate Coffee Systems, Westbury, NY;
Fishman Supply Co., Petaluma, CA; Shane’s Office Supply,
Downers Grove, IL, and Xpress Business Products, Houston, TX.

As division VP, Nissen has seen his distribution centers earn five
DC of the Year awards from SPR. He also earned “Manager of
the Year” honors for all of SPR’s parent company Genuine Parts.

SPR Veteran Greg Nissen Retires; Rick May
Named New West Div. VP
Long-time industry veteran Greg Nissen has retired as West Division vice president of S.P. Richards and Rick May, previously
general manager of the wholesaler’s Los Angeles distribution
center, has been named as his successor.
Nissen’s career spans 32 years in the industry, all with S.P.
Richards. He started out as a sales representative and steadily
climbed the ranks to become general manager of SPR’s St. Louis distribution center before heading west to help the company
grow its new Sacramento market.

S.P. Richards’ Greg Nissen (left) and Rick May

Nissen’s successor, Rick May, began his career with Dow Chemical, where he held a number of increasingly senior sales and
marketing positions. May joined SPR in 2004 as division sales
and marketing director for the West and South Central Divisions.

continued on page 22 >>
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mobile app. With MPM-Mobile, you and your customers can now
access print environment data from your iOS or Android device for
immediate visibility to critical information.
•
•
•
•
•

Search for devices
Check supply levels
View shipment status & tracking
Request service and support
View service ticket status
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He went on to manage SPR’s Phoenix
DC, then moved into the newly-created
director of sales position for the West in
2013. Since 2015, May has been general
manager of SPR’s DC in Los Angeles, the
company’s largest.

Clover’s Releases 80th
Annual Sustainability Report,
Opens New CO Distribution
Center
Clover Technologies Group last month
released its eighth annual Sustainability
Report, highlighting major environmental
achievements and philanthropic initiatives
from its global enterprises in 2016. Among
the highlights:
• Clover collected at total of nearly 50
million units across its business units
• Recycled over 6 million lbs. of
materials in 2016
• Planted over 50,000 new trees in
2016
• Clover Imaging remanufactured
nearly 18 million units
•Clover Wireless collected 4,885,525
total units
• Clover Telecom diverted 51,430 parts
from landfills
“At Clover, we are doing more with less,”
said Jim Cerkleski, CEO of Clover Technologies Group. “Sustainability is integrated into the very fabric of our company.
Our commitment to global sustainability
can be seen throughout our enterprise,
from our collections programs to research
and development to packaging and distribution. We look for ways to do it better
with the least impact on the environment.”
VIEW Clover’s 2016 Sustainability Report
in its entirety.
Separately, Clover also announced last
month the opening of an additional distribution center in Aurora, Colorado.

continued from page 21
Clover said the new Colorado distribution
center will stock its entire line of imaging
supplies and parts and expands its strategic distribution network, which already
includes facilities in Illinois, California,
Florida, New Jersey and Texas. Clover will
now be able to provide customers in Colorado next day delivery and customers in
the entire continental U.S. delivery within
1-2 days, the company said.
Clover’s Aurora, Colorado facility is located at 13250 East Smith Road, Unit G,
Aurora, CO 80011.

Identity Group Adds Industry
Veteran Larry Goodman to
Business Development Team

record of helping dealers attain their sales
and marketing objectives.”
To see a demo of the Identity Group
Custom Product Solution and find out
how to get started, contact Goodman at
larry.goodman@identitygroup.com or call
404-610-8721.

New Commercial Sales
Director at Georgia-Pacific
Georgia-Pacific last month announced
the addition of Tim Broderick to the Communication Papers sales team as director
of commercial sales.
Broderick has a broad range of paper experience, having held sales and marketing
leadership positions at Appvion (formerly Appleton Papers), Georgia-Pacific and
xpedx over the past 30 years.

OFM Rolls Out New Website

Custom identification products manufacturer Identity Group has added industry
veteran Larry Goodman to its business
development team. Goodman comes to
Identity Group after over 32 years with
wholesaler S.P. Richards, where he most
recently served as director of marketing.
In his new role, Goodman will be working
primarily with the independent office products dealer channel, promoting Identity
Group’s new website ordering solution.
“We’re excited to have Larry join the Identity Group team”, said sales and marketing VP Liz Kelsey. “He brings a wealth of
industry experience and has a solid track

Furniture manufacturer OFM recently announced the launch of its new website.
The new site offers a more robust search
capability, allowing customers to find exactly what they need in less time while
giving visitors an inside look at the dedicated team behind the scenes at OFM,
the company said.
The website redesign is part of a broader effort by OFM to better showcase its
inspiration and the technology behind its
furniture, the company said.
Although OFM sells through a dealer-network, the family-run company is expanding its offering to more everyday furniture
that can be used outside of office and
educational environments, OFM said. The
website redesign conveys OFM’s new holistic approach to provide furniture solutions for any setting, it added.

continued on page 23 >>
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New Reps for
HPFi in the Mid-Atlantic
HPFi (High Point Furniture Industries)
has appointed Akers Business Solutions, based in Glen Burnie, Maryland, to
represent the company’s products in the
Mid-Atlantic (Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, Pennsylvania, southern New Jersey
and the District of Columbia).
“I am pleased to have Akers Business
Solutions join the HPFi team,” said Doug
Gaines, VP of sales for HPFi. “As we
continue to strengthen the HPFi brand,
our goal is to partner with rep organizations that offers a next level synergistic
effect and that is what we found in Akers
Business Solutions.”
Visit www.akersbusiness.com or
www.hpfi.com for more information.

New Portable
PA System from AmpliVox

continued from page 22
ried for use anywhere.
It includes two digital 2.4 GHz wireless microphone receivers, as well as a
wireless handheld mic and an integrated
bluetooth module that allows users to
stream music from smartphones. The
control panel also includes aux in/out
connections for CD players, computers
and other non-streaming sources. For
more information, visit www.ampli.com.

Highlands Announces
Canadian Market
Partnership with MBM
The Highlands independent rep group (in
partnership with LS Logistics) has assumed the sales and distribution roles for
IDEAL-MBM Corp. in the Canadian marketplace. As well as consolidating MBM’s
strengths in traditional markets, this
arrangement will launch the IDEAL-MBM
brands into the office supplies industry in
Canada, where currently they are not as
well known, Highlands said.
Commenting on the partnership, MBM
president Ned Ginsburg said, “The relationship with Highlands in Canada is really exciting for us. We have great customers already and know they will continue
to be very well looked after. Alongside
this, the opportunity to expand into new
markets and grow sales for our excellent
product range is very appealing.”

Industry Members Gather
for 2017 Spirit of Friendship
Golf Event
Industry members were once again
swinging away in support of a worthy
cause last month, as some 65 OP members and friends gathered in Temecula,
California, for the 2017 “Spirit of Friendship” golf event.
Among this year’s event honorees: Professional Sales Associates’ Chuck Fuller,
who received the 2017 “Bill Atherton
Legacy Award” and Avery’s Barry Lane,
who was presented with the 2017 “Spirit
of Friendship Award”.
The Atherton Legacy Award is given to
the industry leader who most represents
the attitude, determination and legacy
of Bill Atherton Sr., while the Spirit of
Friendship Award recognizes “leadership,
dedication and support for all members
of the office products industry.”
Two new golf trophies were also presented at this year’s tournament, both to honor the memory of former AOPD executive
director Bud Mundt, who died earlier this
year after a long and courageous battle
against cancer.
Winners of these awards were Mike
Douglas of The Highlands Group for first
low gross and Bill Cardone of GOJO
Industries for first low net.

Northbrook, Illinois-based sound systems
manufacturer AmpliVox has introduced
a re-designed, upgraded version of its
Mity-Lite Portable PA System.
The compact, 40-watt SW320 Mity-Lite
Plus now supports two digital wireless
microphones, allowing multiple presenters to be heard by audiences in rooms as
large as 1,500 square feet.
The SW320 Mity-Lite Plus weighs only
eight pounds and can be set on a tripod,
worn on a shoulder strap, or simply carSEPTEMBER 2017

Spirit of Friendship honorees Chuck Fuller (fourth from left) and Barry Lane (sixth from left) with Janet Mundt
(center) and members of the Spirit of Friendship Committee (Bill Atherton, Mike Wilbur, Jeffery Jett, Bob Enk and
guest David Atherton).
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Are you ready
for the Amazon
Takeover?
By Paul Miller

As an independent dealer in a fiercely competitive market, you deal
with challenges and hurdles every day and there has never been any
shortage of “experts” confidently forecasting those challenges would
soon make independents a thing of the past.
Not so long ago, the prophets said it was the big box stores who
were going to drive independent dealers out of both the commercial
and government markets. But look what happened! Independents responded to new challenges and maintained and even grew their business in these markets while the ranks of the so-called Power Channel
grew thinner and more dysfunctional.
Now there’s a new challenge that is generating forecasts of the independent’s imminent demise. This time around, the threat, say the
experts, is from Amazon.
We all know about Amazon’s presence in the commercial market. A lot
of dealers have been contacted by Amazon about using their platform.
They have a great sales pitch until they start telling just how much using that platform to do business will cost you.
And the cost is not just all the subscription, referral and fulfillment fees
Amazon wants to send your way. There’s also a cost involved in ceding
control to Amazon of what is a growing share of the overall commercial
market.
The threat is even greater in the government market. Ultimately, what
is at stake is complete control of the marketplace that serves the entire
federal government. Believe me, that is no exaggeration.
In May, Rep. Mac Thornberry (R-TX) introduced H.R. 2511, the Defense
Acquisition Streamlining and Transparency Act. This legislation would
create a new government marketplace that would be developed and
run by Amazon.
Some may argue there are other commercial players—W.W. Grainger,
Office Depot or Staples, for example—who would be eligible to bid on
such a solution, but the way this bill reads, this new proposed marketplace was designed and drawn up specifically for Amazon.

continued on page 25 >>
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It’s no coincidence that Amazon has been hiring a lot of top
procurement talent from the government, spearheaded by the
recruiting of Anne Rung, former head of the Office of Federal
Procurement Policy under President Obama. This hiring bonanza is all to help support the new government marketplace that’s
outlined in H.R. 2511.
H.R. 2511 didn’t get much attention early on and that was by
design. The legislation was just a simple placeholder for what
was to come next.
In June, with no real discussion or debate, this 81-page bill was
tucked nice and neatly into the House National Defense Authorization bill for 2018. How, you ask? Well, Rep. Thornberry is chairman of the House Armed Services Committee and when you’re
chairman, you can pretty much include whatever you want in a
bill. In Congress, being in charge has its perks!
Now I’m not for one moment suggesting all this is the result of
some sinister plot by Chairman Thornberry. He has a long track
record of opposing waste and abuse in the government and this
new marketplace idea goes hand-in-hand with his past track record and commitment to cleaning up the procurement process.
Having said that, though, I firmly believe passage of this bill
should scare every business owner in America who currently
sells to the federal government.
By turning the keys to the government over to Amazon, Congress
would be allowing it to drive the terms and conditions to participate in this marketplace. In addition, it would put Amazon in a
position to access all your sensitive government customer data.
No doubt, the argument will be made that the Department of
Defense (DoD) and/or the General Services Administration (GSA)
would oversee the marketplace and have full control over Amazon.
But how’s all that working for the local government entities who
are now partnering with Amazon?
We have already seen the e-mails from local school districts who
have to fight tooth and nail with Amazon over terms and conditions, and at the end of the day, Amazon wins out. Does anyone
really think Amazon won’t use its leverage to push for favorable
terms and conditions in a marketplace that they would literally
own?
But while the full House has already passed Rep. Thornberry’s
bill, there’s no need to jump off the cliff just yet! The Senate is
expected to vote on its own version of the bill—which does not
contain the Thornberry language—when it reconvenes in September. In other words, the fight has just begun!
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Once the Senate passes its bill, the legislation will go to conference to iron out the details between the House and Senate
versions and that is where our real efforts are going to happen.
For the past couple of months, NOPA has been working behind
the scenes to educate Congress on just what’s at stake with an
Amazon-controlled marketplace.
We are working overtime to ensure every member of Congress
understands just how devastating it would be to include the Amazon Marketplace language in any final bill that reaches the President’s desk.
Our argument to Congress is not just that this solution is bad or
unfair. It’s also the case that any bill that takes up 81 pages to
explain requires more vetting than it’s received up until now.
An issue of this magnitude deserves to go through committee
hearings and be subject to stakeholder input. A lot of promises
are being made about the benefits of this shiny new penny of
a marketplace and Congress should not blindly accept any of
them.
Similar promises were made with the implementation of the Federal Strategic Sourcing Initiative (FSSI). FSSI was going to revolutionize how the government bought its goods and services and
save billions. Today, most people would agree that FSSI is on life
support.
So when people tell me that Amazon will be the death of independent dealers I chuckle. We’ve been there and done that with
the Power Channel and independents are still standing. Today is
no different.
Amazon is a new challenge in both the commercial government
market and neither NOPA nor the members it serves have any
intention of just rolling over. Your association continues to lead
the charge against the Amazon marketplace and don’t think for
one moment that we don’t have the muscle to handle an issue
this big.
On Capitol Hill and throughout our grassroots network nationwide, we have been engaged and the fruits of our labor are paying off. Our message is being heard and we are having an impact.
Ultimately, only time will tell if we will be successful, but if I were
a betting man, I would bet on NOPA and its independent dealers.
Meanwhile, if you’d like to learn more about this issue and join
the effort to maintain a viable presence for independents in the
government marketplace, please contact NOPA’s managing
director Paula Kreuzburg at (410) 931-8100.

Paul Miller is NOPA’s director of advocacy and regulatory affairs.
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IS, TriMega and ISSA
Gear Up to Make
Even Bigger Happen
in Vegas

When the doors open on the 2017 EPIC conference later this month, cohosts Independent Stationers and TriMega will have even more on offer
for attendees, thanks to a new partnership with ISSA, the leading trade
association for the cleaning industry worldwide and organizers of the annual ISSA/INTERCLEAN expo.
In a move that brings further consolidation to the industry’s events calendar and reflects dealers’ rapidly expanding product mix, show organizers
have co-located EPIC and ISSA/INTERCLEAN, with EPIC running September 10-12 at Las Vegas’s Bellagio Resort and Casino and the ISSA/
INTERCLEAN exhibits following immediately after, September 12-14, at
the Las Vegas Convention Center.
Show organizers have provided plenty of motivation for IS and TriMega members to take advantage of this year’s two-for-one special. EPIC
attendees can tour the ISSA/INTERCLEAN tradeshow and take in ISSA
seminars, keynote speakers and more at no cost (a value of $1,150)!
On the following pages, we take a look at some of the other attractions that
will be on tap at this year’s EPIC and, in a separate story, highlight some of
the key ISSA/INTERCLEAN features that will be on offer in Las Vegas.

continued on page 27 >>
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EPIC SCHEDULE:

KEY EPIC FEATURES THIS YEAR INCLUDE:

Sunday, September 10

• Product Expo: Nearly 200 exhibitor

7:00am-– 6:30pm........ Registration
8:00am – 5:00pm.........TriMega Purchasing Clinic

booths featuring the latest in products and

9:00am – 6:00pm.........Airport Ground Transportation Available

programs across an increasingly broad mix

9:00 am........................Golf Shuttle
with Shotgun Start at 11:00 am

– Office Products, Furniture, Breakroom,

9:00am ........................Hike for Hope Departure
(Benefiting City of Hope)

Supplies and Technology—as well as dealer

10:00am.......................Black Canyon Rafting Tour Departure

industry organizations like NOPA, OPWIL,

Facilities Management, MPS, School

3:00pm – 5:00pm .......NEXT “Spreading Cheer” Give Back Event
(Benefiting City of Hope)
4:00pm – 5:30pm .......IS Peer-to-Peer Networking

services and technology providers and
ISSA and more!
•N
 etwork: Some outstanding opportunities

4:00pm – 5:30pm........TriMega ThinkTank Breakout

to connect with fellow dealers, suppliers and

5:30pm – 6:30pm........NEXT Networking Mixer
in conjunction with ISSA’s YES

other industry leaders.

6:30pm – 9:00pm........EPIC Welcome Reception Poolside
(Sponsored by Smead)

Monday, September 11

• Industry Education: Back by popular
demand, EPIC’s “forDealers, byDealers”
sessions deliver content that is peer-

7:00am – 6:30pm.........Registration

generated and moderated and facilitated

7:00am – 6:00pm.........Tradeshow Setup – Exhibitors

by industry professionals, subject matter

7:30am – 8:15am.........Member Breakfast
(Sponsored by S.P. Richards)

experts and dealer volunteers.

8:30am – 9:30am.........TriMega Membership Meeting

•F
 ocus on Growth: The theme behind each

8:30am – 9:30am.........Independent Stationers-Only Seminars

presentation, workshop and networking

9:45am – 10:45am.......Independent Stationers Shareholders Meeting

event is about growing your business.

9:45am – 10:45am.......TriMega-Only Seminars
11:00am – 12:05pm.....Education Forums: forDealers, byDealers

• Entertainment: Choose from several fun

12:15pm – 1:15pm......Lunch

options—golf, a rafting tour or the Hike for

1:25pm – 5:00pm........Education Forums: forDealers, byDealers

Hope City of Hope fundraiser and don’t miss

6:30pm – 9:00pm........EPIC Club Crawl Through Time at HYDE
& The Bank (Sponsored by Essendant)

EPIC’s our evening parties before heading

Tuesday, September 12

Strip!

8:00am – 12:00pm.......Registration
8:30am – 9:00am.........Breakfast (Sponsored by Domtar)

to keep the good times rolling on the Vegas

• Time Well Spent Guarantee: Once again,
show organizers are offering a special

9:00am – 10:15am.......General Session (Sponsored by Domtar)

guarantee: If you don’t leave Las Vegas with

10:30am – 4:30pm.......Tradeshow Open

at least one BIG business-boosting best-

11:30am – 1:30pm.......Tradeshow Lunch (Sponsored by Avery)

practice learned, new business connection,

4:45pm – 6:00pm........EPIC Prizeapalooza Prize Drawing Reception
(Sponsored by 3M)

brand new profit-producing product

Evening........................Leisure

opportunity, or BIG idea, they will refund any
out-of-pocket expenses you incur.

Event Concludes

continued on page 28 >>
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INDUSTRY EDUCATION OF

EPICProportions
There’s a wealth of opportunities at this year’s EPIC to discover new ways to grow your business and make it stronger, with a wideranging program of EPIC Education Forums that are open to all attendees as well as sessions specifically designed for IS or TriMega
members only. Except for TriMega’s all-day Purchasing Clinic (See below), all sessions are scheduled for Monday, September 11.
Sessions Open to Members of Both Groups

Monday, September 11
11-12:05 pm
Succession Planning—Be Prepared to Sell Your
Business, Inside or Outside of Your Family

Selling from a Position of POWER

Moderator: G
 ary Pittsford, president and CEO,
Castle Wealth Advisors

Who Should Attend: Sales managers, sales reps, dealer
principals, general managers

Who Should Attend: All dealer principals and owners

Join sales and marketing author Larry Mersereau, and a blueribbon panel of TriMega and IS dealers for a discussion of sales
strategy, technique and training. Hear how successful dealers
have put in place programs to identify prospects, make that
critical first contact, follow up, nurture leads and close deals.
And that’s just for starters!

Moderator: Larry Mersereau, CTC

In this seminar, a panel of your peers will discuss the succession
planning process. Specific topics will include selling your dealership
to your children, to your employees or to another independent
dealer and the issues and requirements each approach presents.
Also on the agenda: saving income taxes on the sale, valuing your
business and important retirement income options.

continued on page 30 >>
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Taking Complexity Out of Your
Furniture Business
Moderator: Ric Andersen, The HON
Company
Who Should Attend: Dealer principals,
furniture managers, general managers,
operations managers
Learn how removing complexity from
your furniture business can lead
to compelling gains in your sales,
efficiencies and profits in this interactive
and informative session.

From Good to Great—
Taking Your Jan/San Biz to the Next
Level
Moderator: Bill Balek, ISSA
Who Should Attend: Anyone looking to
go from good to great in Jan/San

move from the carpet to the concrete
and take your business in the cleaning
(and related) categories to the next level.

Grow Your Federal Business
with EPIC Business Essentials
Presenters: The EBE Team
Who Should Attend: Any member
interested in federal sales
This session will focus on sales strategies
utilized by independent dealers who have
found success in the federal government
market. We will begin with a brief update
on the federal space, and some basic
information about each EBE contract
option. We will then cover a step by step
guide on how to approach, present to
and win new federal business.

Join a panel of your fellow dealers for
a discussion, moderated by industry
expert, Bill Balek of ISSA, on how to

1:25 – 2:30 pm
Load Up on CARBS!
Moderator: Jamey Dye, VP of Sales, COS
Business Products & Interiors
Who Should Attend: Any dealer
interested in diversifying into other
product categories and growing their
business
No, we’re not talking about bread, pasta
and sugary cereals but rather, Cleaning,
Ad Specialty, Refreshment/Breakroom
and Safety product categories! Hear from
a panel of your peers how they have
been successful selling these categories,
how they engaged and educated their
sales teams, how they approached
potential new buyers, challenges to entry
and more!

continued on page 32 >>
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PRIVATE BRAND PROGRAMS
TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS
At Domtar, we know how important it is to protect your brand and
strengthen your reputation. That’s why we provide development and
support of your private brand, helping to build your business reputation,
support your values and differentiate you from the competition.
Visit us at EPIC 2017, Booth 101, to learn more.

D O M T A R . C O M

EPIC
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Beyond Best Intentions: Leadership Essentials for
Dealer Growth

2:40 – 3:45 pm

Moderator: Janet Collins, Partner, TurningPoint

Hiring, Retention, Benefits & More—New Methods to
Manage Human Resources Today

Who Should Attend: Dealer principals, general managers, sales
managers and anyone leading people
In this collaborative session, you’ll learn new ideas for effective
leading, strengthening the bench and mobilizing others to achieve
great results. Come prepared to learn and share in an engaging
round table format with plenty of interaction and practical
takeaways to implement when you get back to your office.

Marketing Tips and Trends to Engage Your Customers
Moderator: Tonya Horn, President, Rogard’s Office Plus
Who Should Attend: Marketing, dealer owners/principals
This seminar will focus on several key marketing
opportunities—including hosting successful customer events,
the use of memorable videos and how to increase your reach
through social media. You will hear from a panel of dealers
using these strategies and how they use these tools effectively.

Motivating Salespeople: Compensation and
Recognition Ideas to Drive the Right Behaviors Leading
to Sales Success
Moderator: Jeff Gardner, Maximum Performance Group
Who Should Attend: Owners, sales managers
Hear from fellow dealers about different compensation plans
for different sales roles, dealers who have recently changed
compensation plans and how they implemented these changes,
learn about sales-to-compensation expense ratios and discuss
other sales recognition including sales contests and top
performer clubs.

Grow Your Healthcare/Commercial Business with EPIC
Business Essentials

Moderator: Betsy Hughes, President, FriendsOffice
Who Should Attend: Dealer owners/principals, anyone involved
in the hiring process
Hear from a panel of your peers which hiring practices work
and which don’t, how to retain employees, the latest benefits
to be aware of (and which motivate), proper reporting methods,
staff development, and of course, new ways to find and engage
millennials!

The World of OP through the Eyes of the NEXT
Generation
Moderator: Bob Shulman, President Suburban Stationers
Who Should Attend: Millennials, dealer principals, general
managers, anyone interested in tapping into the power of
millennials in their business
Attend this interactive panel discussion and idea sharing
session to learn and discuss how you can tap into the potential
that millennials offer in your business. Hear from fellow dealers
(and real-live millennials) who have successfully attracted
younger employees as they share their hiring strategies,
onboarding programs, compensation structures and more!

Best of the Best – Dealer Best Practices Shared
Moderator: Janet Collins, Partner, TurningPoint Strategy
Who Should Attend: All member attendees
Hear from dealers who are at the top of their game when it
comes to penetrating new markets, competing against the
national players and crushing it their business! Ask questions,
come with your own ideas to share and leave with real-life
takeaways you can use in your own business.

Moderators: The EBE Team
Who Should Attend: Sales managers, sales reps or anyone who
wants to grow their business
This session will focus on successful sales strategies and how
you can use the EBE contracts (Premier, CHAMPS, etc.) to
retain your existing business and win new large opportunities.
You will also see how to use these tried and true sales
strategies to approach regional and national commercial
accounts in your market.

continued on page 33 >>
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Beyond the Numbers: Other Things That Can Impact
the Bottom Line
Moderators: Jeff Matthews, CFO, IS and Gene Rigitano, VP
Finance, TriMega
Who Should Attend: Owners, CEOs, CFOs, accounting
managers, finance managers and personnel, operations
managers & personnel and any non-finance managers who
would like to learn how to better master the financials
Moderated by the finance gurus at TriMega and IS, this
session will center around areas such as Accounts Receivable,
Collections, Cash Management, Health Insurance, Property and
Casualty Insurance and more. You will learn from your peers
how they manage the risk associated with these areas, vet
new customers’ creditworthiness, make outsourcing decisions,
address bad debt and other key financial topics.

Grow Your Public Sector Business with EPIC Business
Essentials
Moderator: EBE Team
Who Should Attend: Any dealer seeking information on public
sector business
This session will provide a brief overview of the public sector
contracts available to you via EPIC Business Essentials
(National IPA and AEPA) and focus on successful selling
strategies to win more office supply business, as well as sales
of items such as janitorial/cleaning/breakroom, office furniture,
print/promo and more.

Benchmarking Bootcamp
Moderators: Mike Gentile, President/CEO of Independent
Stationers & Mike Maggio, President of TriMega
Who Should Attend: Dealers looking to benchmark their
business performance against peers to learn how to do
business smarter
An EPIC first, this interactive, insightful and informative
Benchmarking Bootcamp will cover key performance indicators
such as sales volume; % breakdown by major category; gross
profit; if stocking, number of SKU’s by category and average
value; delivery costs; warehouse costs; total SG&A expense;
average net profit; sales per employee; and more.

Building a Winning Jan-San Competitive Pricing
Strategy
Moderator: Rick Marlette, OPSoftware, LLC
Who Should Attend: Owners, marketing directors, pricing
analysts, sales representatives, ecommerce directors
How do you price your Jan-San products to win business from
traditional Jan-San dealers who custom price everything? What
are the must-have tools and go-to-market strategies that get
business now, and more importantly, position your business
to win big in the future? What is the biggest threat facing
traditional Jan-San distributors and how can you benefit from
it? Join our panel of dealers for the answers to these questions
and more.

Understanding and Combating the Appeal of Amazon
Business

3:55 – 5:00 pm

Moderator: Steve Hilleard, CEO, OPI

What Every Dealer Should Know About Leveraging the
Value of Clean
Moderator: Rosie Rangel, Director of Industry Outreach, ISSA
Who Should Attend: Any dealer selling Jan-San products or
thinking about selling them
In this session, you’ll learn why productivity is no longer about
cleaning staff. It’s about occupant productivity and growing
a customer’s bottom line. We’ll also cover the state of the
Jan-San industry, from the distributors’ and facility managers’
perspectives and more.

Who Should Attend: Anyone interested in competing better
against Amazon Business
Join in this hard-hitting, thought-provoking panel discussion
moderated by Steve Hilleard of OPI, where in addition to getting
some key highlights of an important research report on Amazon
Business, you’ll get perspectives on the challenge from other
successful dealers who are competing and wining against Amazon Business in their market.

continued on page 34 >>
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Partnering with HP to Compete
Effectively in Today’s Office Printing
Marketplace

Who Should Attend: Anyone who wants
to increase their Jan-San business or is
just getting into that category

SHIFT—Five Simple Ways to SHIFT
Your Purchasing and LIFT Your
Profits

Moderator: Hewlett Packard

Tap into the growing Jan-San market
by leveraging synergies from IS’s new
alliance with AFFLINK, one of the
leading dealer groups in the facilities
maintenance industry. Also, gain the
industry knowledge, training and market
expertise to gain share in this highmargin market.

Presenters: Tom Hoffmann, VP of
marketing, and Grady Taylor, EVP,
member development, TriMega

Who Should Attend: HP Qualified
Partners wanting to better understand
the key dynamics driving customer
investment decisions, and how to gain a
bigger portion of that business.
Discover how to leverage the portfolio
of HP Tools & Resources (Specialists/
Hardware/Programs) to drive more HP
print hardware, solutions and services
business. Learn how to protect your
existing supplies business, and pursue
new profit streams by using valuable ink
and toner usage data to recommend
strategic upgrades to your customers’
aging printer fleet.

IS 411—Everything You Wanted
to Know About Independent
Stationers
Presenters: Ty Blankenbaker,
Merchandise Manager, and Tom Ashburn,
Director of Business Development,
Independent Stationers
Who Should Attend: Any IS member

INDEPENDENT STATIONERSSPECIFIC SESSIONS
8:30–9:30 a.m.
(During this same time period, TriMega
members will attend their Membership
Meeting)

Face to Face with the IS Board of
Directors
Presenters: IS Board of Directors
Who Should Attend: Any Independent
Stationers member or affiliate member
Join the IS Board of Directors and take
this opportunity to speak out on topics
that are important to you and your dealer
group, and hear what other dealers
are thinking about. Staff will not be in
attendance at this IS dealer-only session.

Don’t Sit on the Sidelines—Join the
New AFFLINK Affiliate Membership
Program
Presenters: Ron Wright, VP Member
Brands, and Michael Wilson, VP
Marketing, AFFLINK

Move over Siri, Google and Alexa! This
session will feature IS staff and a panel
of dealers who will serve as your own
personal IS Assistant to help you make
the most of your membership.

TRIMEGA-SPECIFIC SESSIONS
9:45-10:45 am
(During this same time period, IS members will attend their Shareholders
Meeting)

Board Town Hall Meeting: Open
Q&A Session
Presenter: TriMega Board Members
Who Should Attend: All TriMega
members
Pose questions, share ideas and get in
the know at TriMega’s Board Fireside
Chat hosted by Ian Wist, chairman of
the board. Discuss group issues, share
your feedback and ask questions on the
issues that mean the most to you in an
open and constructive dialog.

Who Should Attend: Dealer principals,
general managers, purchasing managers
and personnel
Learn how making just simple,
incremental and most of all, manageable
changes to your purchasing tactics will
create significant positive results for your
business—from increasing inventory
turns to lowering your COGS, improving
profitability and competing more
effectively in your market.

TRIMEGA PURCHASING CLINIC

Sunday,
September 10
8:00am – 5:00pm

TriMega’s Purchasing Clinic, exclusively
for TriMega members, returns to EPIC
after a successful debut last year. This
hands-on, interactive session will be led
by TriMega presenters with extensive
purchasing experience in our channel,
alongside fellow TriMega members
who will share best practices, helpful
techniques and purchasing insights from
their own successful strategies.
The Clinic will review programs that
dealers today use for stocking or
destocking product, plus case-studies
from successful members on how they
get it done. Space for this interactive
session is limited and available on a firstcome, first-served basis.
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EPIC Good Deeds in Vegas
Reflecting the dealer community’s commitment to giving back,
show organizers at Independent Stationers and TriMega have
scheduled a program with plenty of opportunities to do good,
with a range of activities before, during and after the event.

Hike for Hope

The good deeds get underway early on Sunday, September 10,
with a 9:00 am departure for the third annual Hike for Hope.
Hosted once again by TriMega’s Michael Morris, this year’s
event will take participants to the incredible Valley of Fire
National Park and an opportunity to experience another side of
Las Vegas away from the slot machines and buzz of the strip.
Two different routes are on offer: the Fire Wave Trail, a 1.5 mile
hike offering views of a sensational striped creation in waves
of orange and beige and/or the White Domes Trail, a short,
1.1 mile loop that explores colorful, intricate rock formations,
passes and an old film set.

During the afternoon, participants will “spread cheer” by
assembling Cheeriodicals, big green boxes of cheer filled
with age-appropriate magazines, toys, crafts and goodies for
hospitalized children at Sunrise Children’s Hospital in Las Vegas
and City of Hope in Durante, California, to enjoy. [LEARN MORE]

Kids in Need Foundation

Take in stunning scenery, enjoy some adventure and physical
activity and have fun with your EPIC friends, while at the same
time making a difference for an incredible cause, City of Hope!
This year’s event is open to hikers and non-hikers alike so
if you’re not a hiker, there will still be plenty of spectacular
sightseeing opportunities available. [SIGN UP]

Spreading Cheer, Presented by TriMega’s NEXT
Committee in collaboration with ISSA’s YES (Young
Executive Society)

Once EPIC gets underway in earnest, the opportunities for good
deeds continue, particularly for exhibitors. Once again, they will
be able to donate post-tradeshow products to the Kids in Need
Foundation, a national charity that provides free school supplies
nationally to students most in need.

Also on Sunday, from 3:00pm – 5:00pm, TriMega’s NEXT
Committee and ISSA’s Young Executive Society (YES), two
passionate groups of young executives and future industry
leaders, will present the 5th Annual Give Back event at EPIC,
entitled “Spreading Cheer.”

EPIC exhibitors have proudly contributed over $125,000 in
product donations in previous years and IS and TriMega are
looking to continue that impressive track record at this year’s
show. For more information on the Kids in Need Foundation,
visit www.kinf.org.

This event is open to all—but especially all rising stars, young
leaders and new entrants to our industry.

Looking for more information on how to do good while going
big at EPIC? Check out the “Give BIG” tab on the
wherebighappens.com/ home page.

continued on page 36 >>
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EPIC EXHIBITORS (As of August 18, 2017)
3M............................................. 513

Dorel Business........................... 331

KFI............................................. 411

Roaring Spring........................... 121

ACCO BRANDS........................... 707

ECi Software Solutions............... 601

Kids in Need Foundation............ 828

Royal Sovereign......................... 822

Accutech Data Supplies............. 123

Newell Brands/ECO.................... 107

Lee Products............................. 119

S.P. Richards.............................. 617

Acme United.............................. 531

Educators Resource................... 702

Lesro Industries......................... 323

Sales-i....................................... 327

Acroprint.................................... 719

Energizer................................... 208

Liberty Laser Solutions.............. 731

Samsonite................................. 422

AFFLINK..................................... 113

EPIC Business Essentials........... 427

Logicblock................................. 324

Satco/STRATEGIC Sales............. 810

Amax......................................... 403

ES ROBBINS.............................. 117

Master Manufacturing................ 528

Saunders Midwest..................... 623

American Tombow..................... 506

Esselte....................................... 711

MAX USA................................... 510

Screenflex................................. 430

AMMEX...................................... 304

Essendant.................................. 301

Maxell....................................... 109

Sellars....................................... 302

Arlington/Digitek........................ 419

Eurotech.................................... 717

Mayline/Safco............................ 313

Shachihata - Xstamper.............. 704

Aster Graphics........................... 129

Fellowes.................................... 413

Medline Industries..................... 405

ShurTech Brands....................... 407

Avery......................................... 401

FireKing..................................... 628

Millennium Mat.......................... 520

Smead....................................... 201

AVW/Max Pro............................. 230

Fiskars Brands........................... 607

MMF Industries.......................... 820

Special-T................................... 723

Baumgartens............................. 421

Flash Furniture.......................... 431

Mooreco - Balt/Best-Rite........... 523

Spectrum Brands - Rayovac...... 125

BIC............................................ 311

Flexsteel Commercial
Office/DMI................................. 111

National Chemical
Laboratories.............................. 626

SSI............................................ 826

Fortune Web Marketing.............. 225

National Office Products
Alliance (NOPA).......................... 818

Staedtler-MARS......................... 521

Neenah Paper............................ 518

Supplies Network....................... 223

Nestle Professional.................... 409

SYNNEX..................................... 211

Newell Rubbermaid................... 229

TABBIES..................................... 625

Office Snax................................ 425

TCPN/National IPA...................... 429

Officemate International............. 721

Tennsco..................................... 519

OFM.......................................... 507

Thalerus Group.......................... 806

Pacon........................................ 630

The Master Lock
Company/Sentry Safe................ 508

Bi-silque - MasterVision............. 406
BOSS Office Products
/NORSTAR.................................. 526

Fresh Products........................... 804

Brother International.................. 317

Global........................................ 417

Bush Industries.......................... 220

GMi Companies......................... 205

CANON...................................... 620

GOJO Industries......................... 410

Charles Leonard........................ 329

Gould Paper Corp....................... 321

Chartpak.................................... 725

House of Doolittle...................... 504

Chicago Lighthouse................... 624

HP............................................. 611

City of Hope............................... 701

HSM of America......................... 203

C-Line Products......................... 222

Iceberg Enterprises.................... 322

Clover Imaging Group................ 218
COE Distributing........................ 713
Crayola...................................... 423
DCS........................................... 206
Deflecto..................................... 517
Dial/Henkel Consumer Goods..... 706
DiverseID................................... 127
Domtar...................................... 101

ILG............................................. 525
Imprint Plus............................... 808
Independent Stationers...... 226, 228
Intertape Polymer...................... 622
ISSA.......................................... 729
JM Smucker.............................. 705
Jonti-Craft................................. 826
K.Coaching................................ 529

PapaNicholas Coffee.................. 618
Paris.......................................... 325
Pentel of America....................... 408
Pilot Corp of America................. 418
PM Company............................. 420
Powerhouse Two........................ 522
Quality Park............................... 428
RB............................................. 319
RightAngle Products.................. 703

Storex Industries........................ 722

TOPS Products........................... 207
TriMega............................. 727, 729
UPS........................................... 830
Verbatim.................................... 210
Veritiv........................................ 131
Victor Technology....................... 307
Virco.......................................... 309
Vistar......................................... 224
Zebra Pen Corp.......................... 603

RJ Schinner............................... 605
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ISSA/INTERCLEAN Preview

After EPIC, Learning Opportunities Continue at ISSA/INTERCLEAN

Hot on the heels of the IS-TriMega EPIC show, the ISSA/INTERCLEAN convention and exhibit will continue to stream networking and education opportunities and provide attendees with a
close up look at key jan-san trends and the latest and greatest in
products and programs in a category that’s increasingly important for today’s independents.
Set for September 11-14 at the Las Vegas Convention Center,
ISSA/INTERCLEAN North America will feature a tradeshow with
more than 700 exhibitors showcasing the latest cleaning products and services from around the world.
New this year: an expanded exhibit space, extended Outdoor
Exhibits hours and additional options for attendees to customize their education experience to provide career- and business-building opportunities.
As in previous years, the show will include a special ISSA Innovation Showcase, offering attendees the opportunity to vote
for their favorite new products, including the ISSA Innovation of
the Year Award, the competition’s overall top spot. Online voting
for the category award winners runs through September 8 and
all the winners will be recognized at a special ISSA Innovation
Awards Ceremony on Thursday, September 14.
Also on the show floor: keynote addresses from a roster of
speakers that includes NFL Hall of Famer Troy Aikman and TV
personality and talk show host Howie Mandel, as well as a State
of the Economy panel discussion featuring political pundits Jim
Messina and Karl Rove, economist Brian Beaulieu and pollster
Frank Luntz.
Industry education has always been a key element of the ISSA
experience and attendance at this year’s event will be able to mix
and match sessions as they see fit, or choose from one of five
SEPTEMBER 2017

packages, including “Disrupt and Innovate, a New Think Tank
for Distribution;” “Commercial Cleaning Business Solutions,”
“Green Clean Schools” and Healthcare Environment Essentials.
Also available: Several workshops and certification opportunities
on topics such as hard floor, carpet, and restroom care through
ISSA’s Cleaning Management Institute (requires separate registration).
And if all that wasn’t enough, a series of organized networking events—including a Welcome Networking Reception, New
Attendee Orientation, an ISSA Lunch and Learn and Evening
Roundtables, an ISSA Golf Tournament to benefit City of Hope
and the association’s charitable foundation and more—will be on
tap to help jumpstart attendees’ connections.
In addition to the EPIC tie-in, a number of industry associations
and similar groups are also-locating meetings in conjunction with
the ISSA convention. They include the Building Service Contractors Association International (BSCAI) Cleaning Equipment Trade
Association, and IEHA (Uniting Facility Managers Worldwide),
among others.
Visit www.issa.com/show for more information and/or to register.
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EDSPACES PREVIEW

Growth Opportunities in Education
Vertical on Offer Next Month at
2017 EDspaces Show
If the education market is an important part of your business, the
place to be next month will be Kansas City, where the Education Market Association (EDmarket) will host its annual EDspaces
Conference & Expo.
Set for October 25-27 at the Kansas City Convention Center, EDspaces will showcase the latest in educational furniture, fixtures,
and equipment from over 175 manufacturers. Impressively, over
100 more exhibit spaces than last year have been sold at press
time, a 25% increase, with 38 companies exhibiting at EDspaces
for the first time.
Dealers can consolidate education market training, networking
and product research in this one event, optimizing time and budget needs through a variety of offerings, including a brand-new
pre-conference Educational Distribution Symposium and Reception on Tuesday, October 24.
Also on the program: over 40 educational sessions, plenary session speakers Sir Ken Robinson and Google’s Jaime Casap, and
six tour site locations where attendees can see the latest in product and design trends for today’s learning environments.
Once again, the American Institute of Architects Committee on
Architecture for Education (AIA-CAE) is co-locating its Fall Conference with EDspaces and serving as a valued Knowledge Partner. Other partners include the U.S. Green Building Council’s
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Center for Green Schools, and the International Interior Design
Association (IIDA).
Attendees will see winners (and their cutting-edge products) of
the 2017 EDspaces Innovation Awards, juried by EDmarket strategic partner the International Interior Design Association (IIDA)
in conjunction with Learning by Design magazine.
Recognizing manufacturers and designers for excellence in product design for the learning environment, winners will be awarded
in the following categories: flooring, wall surfaces, textiles, furniture, seating, equipment and specialties.
Finally, the EDfest Party will be held Thursday, October 26 at The
College Basketball Experience where attendees will be treated to
food, fun, music and more.
Whether your dealership specializes in furnishing university
campuses, outfitting grade and high schools or equipping early
learning environments, EDspaces offers an outstanding venue
where dealers can view new products, create relationships with
the manufacturer executives and learn how to sell more effectively to the education vertical market, expanding reach and
growing profitability.
Register today at www.ed-spaces.com or for more information,
contact the Education Market Association at (800) 395-5550.
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KICK ™ BALANCE BOARD
• KICK THE HABIT OF A SEDENTARY WORKDAY •
K ick yo ur s e d e nta r y si t t i n g hab its with the Kick™ Bal an ce Bo ard . Kick
in s pire s low- i nte n s i t y m ove ment that facil itates an easy yet active
wor kd a y. P lus t h e to p fe a t u res an anti-fatigue m at cus hio n fo r m o re
comfo r ta b le sta n d i ng sup p o r t .

w w w.m ayl i ne .co m / w w w. sa fco p ro d u c ts. co m

Dealers who sustain vertical market efforts find that in
addition to new customers they develop skills and expertise
that serve them well no matter which markets they pursue
By Michael Chazin
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Officewise:
Committed to
Selling Hospitals
Furniture and
Supplies
“We hired a sales rep 25
years ago who had experience in health care, and she
was instrumental in getting
our furniture business started,” recalls Tommy Sansom, executive vice president at Officewise Furniture and Supply in Lubbock, Texas.
On the supplies side, Sansom says, Officewise got started selling to hospitals the same way it sold to any business—by developing relationships. Twenty-five years ago, he remembers,
all the hospitals were locally owned and the decisions were all
made in the local market.
Also at that time the big box companies didn’t have full-time
representation in the secondary markets where Officewise is
active. “As the years went by,” he explains, “hospitals merged
or were bought out, decisions were made elsewhere and we lost
a lot of that supplies business with hospitals.”
More recently, though, he says Officewise has circled back and
successfully started to pursue the supplies business again, due
in part to its former hospital accounts becoming disillusioned
with the service they received from the big box sellers.
As a result and, says Sansom, with a useful assist from the
AOPD national and regional accounts dealer network, Officewise won back a good portion of the supplies business it once
had.

been able to take business from the jan-san distributors in other
verticals but not in health care,” he laments.
Getting the janitorial supplies business from hospitals is the
next big challenge at Officewise. The dealership used to have
a jan-san specialist but has found more success today using a
jan-san specialist from Essendant. “All we have to do is schedule calls and he comes out every month from Dallas,” explains
Sansom.
Working with Essendant’s jan-san’s specialist, Officewise has
focused on jan-san opportunities that it felt would be the easiest to convert. Some business has come in from local school
districts but hospital sales remain elusive. Part of the problem,
Sansom says, involves reaching the right decision maker. At
schools, he says the person buying office supplies often is the
same person who buys janitorial supplies but that’s not the case
at the hospitals Officewise is targeting and, he admits, “We often don’t even know who it is.”
To help identify the right people, Officewise has begun to conduct informal business reviews at hospitals twice a year. “Every
six months when we sit down for a business review we ask for
certain people to be present,” says Sansom. For other businesses, reviews once a year is usually enough but he says Officewise finds that hospitals have higher turnover.
If dealers want to sell to hospitals, the first step is identifying the
right person to call on, says Sansom. Then, they have to recognize that it can be a long conversion process and be willing to
stay the course. “By that I mean it could be a year or more,” he
adds. “Dealers need to keep going back and find out where the
service is lacking from the current supplier.”

El Paso Office
Products:
Persistence
Helps Win School
Business

The big break came with one hospital that was having issues
with the service they were getting from its big box supplier.
“Invoices were wrong, they couldn’t read packing lists, and
they couldn’t get anyone at Office Depot to call them back,”
recalls Sansom. “We talked to the accounting department and
got them to push through for purchasing to sit down with us so
we could tell our story. That was what really flipped the switch.”
Officewise’s current supplies business with hospitals covers facilities in Amarillo, Lubbock and Midland/Odessa. It’s still not an
easy market—“The competition is everybody,” says Sansom.
National players are still involved, as well as regional jan-san
distributors. Hospitals are big users of sanitation supplies but
Officewise has not been able to crack that market yet. Companywide, janitorial/breakroom accounts for 10% of sales at
Officewise, but in hospitals its share is much lower. “We have
SEPTEMBER 2017

El Paso Office Products
has been actively selling
to school districts since it
opened for business in 2001.
Sandy Grodin, owner, based his approach on his previous experience selling to the education sector when he bought his first
dealership, Sturgis and Company, back in the 1980s.
In the ‘90s, he says, the big box players came in and became
the dominant school suppliers. School districts awarded sin-
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gle-source contracts and it was difficult for an independent
dealer to break through.
“When I started my new business in 2001, I realized if I wanted
to grow, I had to convince these districts why it wasn’t good for
them to award single-vendor contracts,” says Grodin.
In 2004 he beat out Office Depot, Staples and Corporate Express for a one-year $1.7 million contract with one of the larger
school districts in the county. The award came with two oneyear extensions. The very next day he met with the purchasing
director for the City of El Paso and learned about the Texas
Multiple Award Schedule (TXMAS), which was a state-legislated program that piggybacked off the GSA’s Schedule 75 office
supplies contract.
Armed with this information, Grodin made the rounds of all the
local districts and presented this approach to purchasing as an
alternative procurement method to single-source contracts. “It
was a multi-vendor contract, allowing school districts the opportunity to choose anyone on the contract based on price and
service,” he explains.
El Paso’s business with the education sector grew slowly over
the years since those initial visits but has experienced enhanced
growth since 2012, Grodin reports.

“We started to see double-digit growth three years ago,” says
Grodin. In 2014, El Paso saw sales increase by more than 13%.
In 2015, sales increased 18% and last year sales were up 13%
again. “Right now, year to date (in mid-August) I am running
about 12% over 2016,” he reports.
While El Paso Office Products’ performance in recent years
clearly demonstrates the education sector is potentially a large,
lucrative business opportunity for independents, Grodin cautions it calls for patience and persistence.
Dealers must be willing to put in the time and effort to build
strong relationships with district purchasing directors and staff,
he contends, and be able to explain convincingly just how their
superior service model can complete the transactional process
more efficiently. “No one can do it better than the independent
dealer, and that needs to be a compelling part of any conversation,” he adds.
Grodin suggests dealers investigate all purchasing co-ops that
school districts may have access to or are already registered
on. And, he says, it’s imperative for dealers to register with the
co-ops as a vendor and complete bids for the relevant product
categories. Finally, dealers must convey a compelling argument
as to why school districts and ultimately the tax payer benefit
from multiple-award contracts as a better procurement option.

The most recent gains came as the result of a call from the purchasing director of one of the area’s largest school districts. “He
asked for my help because he was taking a lot of heat from his
accounting people who wanted to know why he continued to
do business with a ‘big box’ vendor that had multiple invoices
with one PO (shipping from multiple distribution centers),” says
Grodin.
The big box supplier of the school district, who was taking
65% of its business compared to El Paso Office Products’ 25%
share, had consistently been unable to fulfill complete orders.
And what did come in would be accompanied by four or five
different invoices from as many locations.
The school district accounting department couldn’t keep orders
straight, found it nearly impossible to manage returns and was
waiting to receive tens of thousands of dollars in credits they
were due.
“I told them I could issue a credit the very next day,” says Grodin. Not only that, but he could ship orders consistently that
were 98% complete in one day and 100% after two days. That
kind of service was exactly what the school district required. In
short order, Grodin started to receive the majority of purchase
orders, and three years ago he also earned the lucrative summer school business.

Office Products
Nationwide: Seizing
Opportunities in the
Legal Market
Ask Paul Zimmerman, president of Office Products
Nationwide in Portland, Oregon, how his sales team
approaches vertical markets and his answer is candid, funny and probably less than
100% accurate. “We focus on anyone with a pulse,” he says
with a wry smile.
But if that is really the case at the dealership most days (and
even that is unlikely), it hasn’t stopped OPNW finding particular
success selling into the legal market.
“We go after law firms, in part, because their purchases per
individual employee are a lot higher than many other types of
companies,” he explains.
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Community Office
Solutions: Rural
Government
Customers Get Big
City Service

As part of that effort, the dealership maintains memberships in
the Oregon Trial Lawyers Association and the Oregon Association of Legal Administrators. One of Zimmerman’s sales executives represents the dealership at association meetings. “We’ve
acquired new business by being involved,” says Zimmerman.
While the majority of the office supplies business with legal offices has traditionally been controlled by big-box suppliers, those
suppliers face numerous challenges today, and that makes the
legal business more readily accessible by independents, suggests Zimmerman, who says two or three of his salespeople are
currently spending more time going after legal accounts.
Legal customers tend to be more demanding of better service
than most other accounts, he contends. “Certainly price is important but a superior service level is really critical to our success,” says Zimmerman.
When you have a legal office with 40 attorneys and they have to
file a brief but have run out of toner, a supplier needs to be able
to respond expeditiously or the office manager or leadership is
not going to be pleased, he says.
“We believe that our customer service is second to none,” says
Zimmerman. “Our website is easy to use, we can assist them
with putting together a favorites list to simplify ordering and
if they need a rush delivery we can get it to them within two
hours,” he says proudly.
The dealership’s single-source value proposition also appeals to
law office buyers. “When we introduce ourselves to prospective
legal clients we point out all the different products that we provide,” says Zimmerman. The firm offers office supplies, janitorial
supplies, breakroom supplies and coffee. “They don’t have go
to three different suppliers to fulfill their requirements,” he adds.
The biggest obstacle to acquiring more legal accounts, he says,
is simply the reluctance that many prospects show when it
comes to changing suppliers. “When they start to experience
pain with their current supplier is when administrators realize
they should be looking at other options,” says Zimmerman.
It is important that salespeople call on these accounts regularly and that is Zimmerman’s advice for dealers looking to
crack sales to the legal market. “Check back every two or three
months. Send out some email blasts,” he says. “Too many
salespeople give up too early.
“You have to be persistent and consistent,” Zimmerman adds, if
you want to take away legal clients from the big-box suppliers.
“Our two major competitors are suffering right now. What we
have observed is they are raising prices, their service level is
deteriorating and that is opening opportunities for us.”
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When former S.P. Richards sales rep Jenifer Rose
opened her own dealership,
It’s My Community Store
in Reno, Nevada five years ago, she originally intended to sell
primarily online. Local opportunities took her and her team in
a different direction, however, and now the business not only
has a different name, Community Office Solutions, but also a
different focus: the white-collar business community and local
government.
To start, the dealership adopted a low profile. “We have done
a really good job of flying under the radar,” says Rose. “Most
people didn’t see us coming, and that has really been a key to
our success.” She explains that they were almost unknown but
won business from local governments before the competition
realized what happened.
Three years ago, Community Office Solutions took the local
county’s business from Office Depot, which had held the contract for the past 13 years. “There were three bidders,” recalls
Rose. “It was us, Office Depot and another out of state company.” The award was a one-year contract with two additional
one-year options which will expire this November.
“We feel that we really performed from the standpoint that we
were able to win the contract based on price and service offerings, and we have been able to hold prices over the life of the
contract,” she says. It is easy to win contracts with low bids
and then raise prices and that is a common game that suppliers
play, she contends. “We held our prices, something I believe is
rare.”
That ability to hold prices served as a strong example of the
service that government customers could expect from Rose’s
dealership, she says. That and an array of customized services
she says that her big-box competitors are unwilling or unable
to match.
After winning business from her own local county, Rose cast her
net wider towards government business in the surrounding rural
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counties of Nevada. “We have been able to win the business
from Pershing County and the Pershing School District, Storey
County, Mineral County and some other rural government business,” she reports proudly.
Going after that additional government business was all part of
Rose’s plan to grow the business relatively quickly. Rural Nevada typically is harder to service and suppliers tend not to offer
the same level of service as they do to customers in more urban
areas. “We have made a real point of putting in place programs
and services that they never had in the past,” says Rose.
“We give our rural customers the same prices and the same
shipping charges we offer in the big city,” says Rose.
Community has two trucks that handle deliveries—one that
covers the metro Reno area and the other which travels to more
remote areas on a staggered schedule. “We try to go the extra
mile and provide the same service to our rural customers that
we give our customers in Reno,” says Rose.

cently Business Equipment has developed a school-oriented
trade show to court customers and prospects.
The schools used to run events for the teachers before the
school year started. “They would ask Business Equipment to
provide supplies and perhaps a chair or two to be used as
giveaways,” says Austin. When they stopped doing that he got
the idea to produce something on his own. That resulted in the
dealership’s first Educational Expo held last month.
The expo presented the latest educational products and technology from a selection of 30 vendors showcasing classroom
furniture, classroom supplies, printing and scanning, cloud applications and more.
Also on hand were a never-ending supply of samples, free food
and door prizes. Austin says that this first Educational Expo was
a resounding success with more than 300 attendees and he is
already planning for more of the same next year.

Smith & Butterfield:
Contracts Open the
Door to Hospital
Business

Business Equipment: Marketing to School
Districts
Henderson, Kentucky-based Business Equipment has been active in the education market since the company opened in the
early 1960s. “We sell a full line of office supplies and we are also
an authorized Kyocera dealer for copiers and printers,” reports
Jeff Austin, co-owner and vice president.
“We have a large school district in town, and we started to work
with them initially on typewriters and quickly expanded into
copiers and duplicators,” says Austin. From there sales expanded organically into office supplies.
Today, the dealership serves 10 school districts in and around
Henderson and generates about 25% of its volume from school
sales. Growth has come from the close relationships that Business Equipment has established, along with special marketing
efforts specifically directed at school districts.
A reliable, user friendly website has also contributed to the
growth of the education business. “Schools and districts are
able to order directly and your website has to make that easy,”
explains Austin.
In the last few years, school sales have become more competitive, he contends. “When bids go out today we see responses
come back from all over the country and that is driving down
prices,” says Austin.

Smith & Butterfield, Evansville, Indiana, got into the
hospital business as the result of its membership in the
AOPD national and regional
accounts dealer network, reports Teri Barnes, division manager.
AOPD landed a contract award from the Premier healthcare
group purchasing organization (GPO). That opened a door for
its members and Smith & Butterfield walked right through it.
“We’ve had that contract for the last seven years and it has
been great,” Barnes says. “When you try to sell most hospitals
furniture or supplies, they says they can’t buy from you because
you are not part of their buying group. With the contract, we
can say, ‘Wait. What group are you aligned with?’ If they say
‘Premier’ we tell them, we are an authorized Premier dealer. The
contract has allowed us to solidify appointments and go into
detail about what we can offer,” she adds.
Typically, Barnes tells hospital purchasers that she will free them
up to concentrate on medical supplies while her firm covers the
basic office items that doctors and nurses use every day.

Marketing efforts have revolved around using free samples to
lock in meetings with different school administrators. More reSEPTEMBER 2017
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When she is met with big box competition, as is often the case,
she counters with a strong service-based value proposition.
Barnes lets hospital prospects understand that her prices might
sometimes be slightly higher that her big box rival but she makes
a compelling case that Smith & Butterfield still represents the
less expensive choice by virtue of its service.
When the hospital buys from the big box, she explains, the order is packed up, left on the loading dock and hospital employees have to break down the order and deliver items to individual
departments themselves.
“We offer desktop delivery, which is what we know our big box
competitor won’t do,” says Barnes. “That makes us successful because we can tailor our program in response to our customers’ specific needs.” She tells her hospital purchasers that
their orders won’t just be dropped off at the dock. Her people
will take the order to each of the separate departments so the
hospital saves the soft costs of putting supplies on a cart and
running them to separate departments.
Barnes explains her focus is on soft costs and the service she
can provide. “I explain that if price was really that important,
none of us would buy coffee from Starbucks, we would have a
28¢ cup of coffee at home. It is not just about price; it is about
service,” she says.

Nolan’s Office
Products: Contracts
Are Key to Public
Sector Sales
Nolan’s Office Product in
San Antonio has pursued
all types of verticals since
opening for business in
2000, but that side of the
dealership really took off in 2010, when owner Mark Nolan put
together AHI Enterprises, a group of fellow independents, to focus on state and local government business along with sales
to K-12.
“We were off to the races when AHI was awarded the State
of Texas contract for office supplies in 2010,” says Nolan, who
serves as CEO of AHI Enterprises.

erative in San Antonio and that contract can be used to sell to
all tax-exempt organizations around the country including K-12
and local and county governments,” he reports.
According to Nolan, the public sector side of the business is not
all price driven; it’s more solution driven. “There is commodity
low-price business and that’s part of it,” he says, “but once you
develop a solution or have a contract that has flexibility, you can
even up the margins.” Dealers can do that by selling groups of
products that are not as price driven such as ad specialties,
furniture and janitorial products.
“The growth of the PACE Cooperative year after year is primarily
due to the flexibility of our contract,” says Nolan. Also, AHI’s
dealer partners have started to get a foothold on sales to their
local governments. Initially, AHI dealer members were all based
in Texas but today, the group includes two dealers in California,
one in Indiana and one in Georgia in addition to eight from the
Lone Star State.
Office Depot’s TCPN contract is the primary competition and
Staple’s NJPA contract also comes up, Nolan reports. “We have
been able to present pricing comparisons against all competitors in the market using Essendant’s Market Xpert pricing tool
and other wholesaler resources,” he says. “It’s just a matter of
working and gaining confidence about the product and contract
you’re selling. Remember, dealers are big enough to offer competitive prices but are small enough to turn on a dime. We are
flexible; we can react to what the customer really needs.”
Various different promotions in the K-12 vertical have worked
such as “Place your first teaching supplies order, get a free
________,” or, “Place an order of $300.00+ and get _________.”
For back to school AHI has also found success running promos on school-type apparel for teachers, students and sporting
teams.
“With the AHI awarded PACE Cooperative Contract, we’re able
to sell the contract nationwide and can provide mostly protected
selling territories, unlike other groups where you may be offering
the same contract as your neighbor for the same business,”
says Nolan. AHI’s contract with PACE encompasses all product
groups not just office products. “If your dealership sells it, it’s
covered under AHI’s PACE’s contract,” says Nolan.

Michael Chazin is a freelance writer specializing in business topics. He has been
writing about the office supply business for more than 15 years. He can be reached
at mchazin503@comcast.net.

In 2014, AHI was awarded another pivotal contract for the PACE
Cooperative in office supplies and all other categories, including promo, janitorial, furniture, technology and MRO supplies.
“We presently have a long term contract with the PACE CoopSEPTEMBER 2017
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Selling Is Evolving. Are You?
By Troy Harrison
When I started my business in 2004, I
would tell people that I was a sales trainer and they would respond by asking, “Do
you do product sales or service sales?” My
response was always the same—that sales
in the modern era was all about service.
Everyone had great products so the sale
was about wrapping a great service model
around those products and showing why
you were the best resource. That was one
evolution of selling but there’s been another, more significant change since then.
The evolution in the last twenty years has
been from transactional selling to relationship selling. The new evolution—or maybe
it’s a revolution, and I’ll explain why in a
moment—is toward conceptual selling.
Let’s use, as an example, an industry that
I spent quite a bit of time in as a salesperson—bearings, power transmission and
industrial supplies (that’s all one industry
handled through one distribution channel,
not three separate industries).
In the mid-90s, much of the selling was
still based on products—Here are the features and benefits of my product, here’s
how it fits your situation, please buy it (and
as you’re buying the product, you’ll buy it
from us).
This was reinforced by our company’s emphasis on product training (I once took a
three-day course on ball bearings!) and by
an emphasis on vendor ride-alongs to sell
their products.
SEPTEMBER 2017

We spent very little time on our service
model and the relationships that were built
were specifically between the salesperson
and particular contacts at the customer.
Not surprisingly, most customers split their
business between us and competitors,
depending on who had the “best” products. We were selling mostly to mid-level
or low-level managers like stockroom or
maintenance managers.
In the late 90s and early 2000s, smart
salespeople evolved to a service selling
model. Salespeople (including me) approached customers saying, “Look, we
have great products but I’ll be frank, so do
our competitors. You should buy from me
because my company has the service ethic and expertise to better take care of your
needs. When you’re in doubt, we’ll pick the
products ourselves and when you know
what you want, we’ll make sure you get it,
on time, when you need it.”
This model worked better because instead of competing for transactions, we
were competing for customers. And once
you won that sale, you typically got a majority—although not necessarily the full
share—of the customer’s spend in your
product category.
Since the company’s processes and people were so integral to the sale, the key relationship was between companies. Most
of the time, the contacts remained the
same, although sometimes we ended up
in an assistant plant manager’s office.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Also in the late 90s came a concept called
“Integrated Supply.” In the integrated supply concept, a salesperson approached
the corner office and said, “Let’s agree that
great service and great products are expectations, not bonuses. What we bring to
the table is the ability to handle the entire
procurement process for everything you
consume in your plant. You’ll still get the
great products. You’ll still get the great service. But, with us, you can focus on your
core business because you will no longer
have to make mundane buying decisions
about everything from conveyor rollers to
toilet paper.”
The concept of integrated supply was sold
to the ultimate decision maker (plant manager, president, CEO, etc.), and all the supplies came along with it.
The same evolutionary path has been followed by multiple industries. For instance,
the copier and office technology industry
is evolving from product (buy our copier
because it’s the best) to service (managed
print services where we handle everything
from copiers to toner to paper and charge
you per-click) to conceptual (let us install
software that manages your entire document process, from creation to duplication
to archiving).
When selling went from transactional
(product) to relationship (service), some
good product salespeople got left behind
because they couldn’t transition.
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There are still a number of transactional
salespeople out there (and transactional
sales processes), and they are struggling.
However, that transition was less difficult,
because in most cases, the contact remained the same – so the major change
was in approach.

• Highly polished and professional:
The successful salesperson of the future
will be able to meet with the top officer
in the company and win sales. He or she
will be able to speak to the CEO as an
equal, not as a supplicant. This means a
lot more than just looking good in a suit.

Today’s evolution is tougher, because now
relationship salespeople are getting left
behind. They’re finding that their relationships aren’t with the right people to keep
them alive in their customers. A great relationship at mid-level does no good when
someone sells the concept of a different
process to the mid-level person’s boss.

• Great businessperson: The salesperson of the future will need more than expertise in products and services. They
will need to understand how to read a
P&L, how to help build and grow their
customers’ businesses and understand
instinctively how to address issues like
opportunity costs, hidden costs, and
other high-level, big-picture issues that
officers face.

I’ve been saying for some time that the
successful salesperson of the next 20
years will be far different from the successful salesperson of the last 20. Here’s
how I see the successful salesperson of
the next 20 years:

• Versatile: That said, the salesperson
of the future will still need to be able
to shift gears and work with the downstream implementers and influencers
that will put their concepts to work. Yes,

you’re going over the head of the midlevel managers when you approach the
CEO but if you do it right, they never feel
like they’ve been disrespected.
• Well-trained: Finally, that salesperson
will need to be incredibly well trained
in all three sales models—transactional, relationship, and conceptual—and
know the right time and place to use
each one.
If that sounds like a big challenge, it is.
But challenging is not the same as impossible. Are you up to the challenge?

Troy Harrison is the author of Sell Like You Mean It!,
The Pocket Sales Manager, and a Speaker, Consultant,
and Sales Navigator who helps companies
build more profitable and productive sales forces.
For information on booking speaking/training
engagements, consulting, or to sign
up for his weekly e-zine, call 913-645-3603,
e-mail Troy@TroyHarrison.com, or visit
www.TroyHarrison.com.

OPWIL 2nd Annual Retreat
EMPOWER 2017 Women
Empowering Women

When: September 29 - October 1, 2017
Where: Evins Mill Resort in Smithville, TN
Who: OPWIL Executive Members (current & new)
OPWIL wants you to feel EMPOWERED in your business. Get started by
attending the 2nd Annual OPWIL Retreat and relax, refresh, network and learn
with Women Empowering Women.
Enjoy fantastic educational sessions, hiking, yoga, bonfires, and more.
Click here to learn more or visit www.opwil.com
SEPTEMBER 2017
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Three Ways

to Keep Your Customers
Coming Back for More
By Krista Moore

Most companies recognize that customer retention is a critical component to sustainable business growth. In an industry
or market where there is a disruptive competitor or significant
market shifts, retention becomes increasingly more important yet
more difficult to maintain and manage. Many companies understand that their customers become loyal when they are satisfied
with the quality of products or services, receive great customer
care and are generally happy with the business relationship.
In highly competitive commodity businesses, such as office and
business supplies, the account manager’s number one responsibility should be customer retention but sometimes it is difficult to
think beyond providing the usual competitive pricing and good
customer service to keep customers satisfied and coming back
for more.
Consider these three key account manager retention activities
to keep your customers coming back for more:
1. Do great work every day, every time. It is the account
manager’s responsibility to lead this effort with all of their
customers. It is not easy to be at your best around-the-clock
but when you’re engaging with customers—well, that’s your
job. Professional athletes aim to be at their peak performance
when they show up for a game or competition. You too
should be at your best. Put your game face on and provide
outstanding service, responsiveness and professionalism to
your customers—every day, every time. Strive to exceed their
expectations every chance you get. You want your customers
to feel the difference that you bring to the relationship and

that you personally are working on their behalf. Professional
consistency is the key to never giving them a reason to leave.
2. H
 ave a plan and measure results. If you are responsible
for managing the customer relationship, it is critical to take
ownership and have a plan for the growth of that relationship.
If not, it is easy for an account manager and the customer
to get complacent. A business partnership is not one-sided;
it should truly be based on a mutual understanding and
recognition of each other’s needs, with a plan for growth
and improvement. When you are working together with your
customers towards a common goal, they will see you have
their best interest at heart and are not just being reactive
to their inquiries or needs. Account managers should be
proactive in managing and leading the customer relationship,
first by determining your relationship goals and then by
establishing timelines so that you can work together towards
meeting those goals.
Examples of relationship goals:
• Maintain a supplies budget of $X per quarter
• Improve Average Order Size by X%, by X date
• Improve efficiencies by maintaining X% online ordering by
year end
• 98% on time delivery
A part of account planning is setting personal internal goals as
well. For example:

continued on page 49 >>
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keep your customers coming back
• Improve GP% by X% by year end
• Introduce two new product categories by X date
• Conduct X number of business reviews every quarter
When you become strategic in how you manage the
relationship, you begin to align your products and services to
your customers’ business goals and challenges. They will see
you as a trusted partner, adding value and raising the bar in
what they expect from their supplier.
Loyalty and customer retention is built by showing you care,
while working together with your customer on a common
purpose. Once you have goals and a measurement system in
place you can begin to exceed your customer’s expectations,
while providing regular check-in’s, such as quarterly or annual
business reviews.
3. Be credible. You should be perceived as the SME (Subject
Matter Expert) for the products or services you represent.
Be conscientious daily of what your perception and brand is
with your customers and within your community. This is not
about your company’s brand, but rather your own personal
brand, reputation and image as a professional. Educate and
challenge your customers; share relevant content, provide
articles, white papers and information that will make them

continued from page 48

better at their jobs, more educated in their position and look
better to their peers. Make yourself so credible that they can’t
deny you as the obvious choice as their account manager or
a business partner. With credibility, your customers will be
proud to be a part of your personal network and one of your
professional connections.
No one said that customer retention was easy. However, these
three tips will quantum leap you to a position where you are well
above just being nice, convenient and having low prices.
These types of retention activities will supersede any competitive pressures while making your customers feel the difference
having you personally as their business partner makes for them.
Begin today to realize the full impact that you can have on retention and customer loyalty and solidify your relationships for
years to come.

Krista Moore is president of K.Coaching, Inc. and founder of IDGrowth Solutions.
The IDGrowth Sales Vault, a learning management system, is utilized by
hundreds of independent dealers to enhance their sales strategies, training and
leadership development. For more information, visit the IDGrowth web site at
www.idgrowth.com.

TO WIN MORE BUSINESS

4 part webinar series designed to help you and your sales team stay alive and
well in this ever-changing industry.
DEATH OF THE SALES REP

SALES 2.0

Sept. 22
Continue to create value,
differentiate yourself, and remain
relevant.

Oct. 6
Up-level your skills, use all your
resources, and change your conversations
to WIN more business.

Oct. 20
Learn the Changing Conversations
Model, connect to the buyer, create value,
and differentiate you and your company.

Nov. 3
Present proposals using “closing
conversations” that get the
commitment.

UNDERSTAND CUSTOMER NEEDS

WINNING PROPOSALS

Brought to you by...

Free to IDGrowth™ members, register now.
Non-members, purchase your ticket for $197.
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H I R I N G A N D R E TA I N I N G G O O D P E O P L E

Part One: Hiring
By Calvin Johnson

Independents come in all shapes and sizes and they serve many
different kinds of market. There’s one thing, though, that we all
share: a huge challenge when it comes to finding and retaining
the kind of people we need to keep our dealerships profitable
and growing.

us their resumes even when we’re not hiring. We still bring those
people in for an interview, because we want to always have a
strong bench presence to draw on when we do have a position
to fill.

Whether we like it or not, we all operate in a largely commodity-driven business and our people represent the most important
resource we have for differentiating ourselves from all the other
resellers out there who are selling the same stuff we do. Finding
those people is hard and keeping them isn’t any easier.

How did we
get to that point?
Two words:
Social media.

That’s why at Lykki Office Supplies, we put a great deal of effort
into creating a place that offers a whole lot more than just another job and we put just as much work into making sure potential
team members know about us and the environment we offer.
The Lykki name comes from the Danish word for happiness and
it reflects the higher purpose we adopted several years ago of
“energizing people and infusing a little happiness in the world.”
We’re not a big company by any means—only about 30-35 employees—so for us, it all begins with our happiness-driven, empowering culture.
We want a place where everybody gets along and has great relationships. When we go hiring that shapes our process and our
decision making far more than any job skills or experience that
an applicant may bring to the table.
It’s also critical in a tight job market like Vancouver that we make
sure we stand out from the crowd, with a strong profile and reputation.
It didn’t happen overnight but over the past ten years or so,
we’ve been hearing on a consistent basis from people who send
SEPTEMBER 2017

We are continually updating our Facebook page and our blog
and sharing what we’re doing, posting testimonials from customers and making it clear that Lykki is a special place to work.
As a result, we enjoy a steady stream of people—including contacts at our customers!—who tell us they like what they see and
they want to become part of it.
We don’t make it easy, however, to join the Lykki team. Our hiring
process is complex and challenging. It’s deliberately designed to
determine just how much an applicant wants to work for us and
eliminate prospects who won’t fit into our culture.
When we advertise a position, we talk about our culture and stress
there’s no room at Lykki for prima donnas or lone wolves and that
we want people who are able to work as part of a team. At the
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bottom of the ad, we tell them that they can go to the top of the list
if they send us a video.

And it also serves as another filter to weed out applicants who
aren’t really committed but just going through the motions.

Quite honestly, we’re really not that interested in what kind of
video they send. What’s more important is whether or not they
make the effort to put one together. We figure anyone who goes
that far must really want to work for us and also be likely to buy
into our happiness-based culture.

Those applicants who actually fill out the form in earnest and
give lots of great answers immediately earn a face-to-face interview. We bring them in, review the form and then, depending on
the candidate and the nature of the position, we might do a peer
interview or a lunch interview with the goal of ending up with just
one or two really amazing candidates that we really want to hire.

Once we’ve sorted through the videos and identified viable job
candidates, we follow up with a brief phone call to confirm that
there is indeed the potential for a good fit.
At that point, we’re usually down to about ten viable applicants
and they each receive a homework assignment: a 17-page Career History Form that asks them not only about their job history
but also asks them to critique their previous managers and the
people they worked with.
The form is a lot of work but it serves a very valuable purpose.
First of all, it makes it much easier to compare information from
different resumes that usually have their own presentation style
and format. In addition, it allows applicants to look their best. It
gives them the time they need to put together quality answers
instead of possibly being blindsided in a face-to-face interview.

It’s a challenging, time-consuming process that typically plays out
over several weeks. But at the end of it, we have a high level of
confidence in who we’re hiring and the new team member not only
knows a lot about us but also feels good about having worked
hard to earn the opportunity.
And once they come on board, we put them through a strong onboarding process to help make sure they stay for the long term.
What are the key elements of that process? I’m afraid you’ll have
to wait until next month to find out. I’ve got to go out and sell
some pencils!

Calvin Johnson is owner and chief energizing officer at Lykki Office Supplies in
Coquitlam, British Columbia, just outside of Vancouver.

Looking to Strengthen Your Industry
Knowledge? Join a NOPA Committee Today!
Committee members play a vital role in driving
the organization's future and in ensuring a
stronger tomorrow for Independent Dealers.

What committees exist?

• The Advocacy Committee
• The Benchmarking Committee
• The Education Committee
• The Finance Committee
• The Nominating Committee
• The Scholarship Committee, and many more!

Find out more by visiting www.nopanet.org!
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Make New
Friends Through

Cold Calling
By Tom Buxton

Recently, I went out to cold call with a rep from a dealership in
the Southeast. As usual, we gave away purple pens and experienced very little rejection. But at one of the prospects we called
on, something different happened.
I always recommend that we ask for the Gatekeeper’s business card before we leave, but this prospect didn’t have one.
Instead, she handed us a small piece of paper with the company’s name on it. We thanked her and left.
I wish I could take credit for the fabulous example of being proactive that occurred next but I can’t. The rep I was with came
up with it all on her own. She took the piece of paper and asked
the printing department at her dealership to produce 100 business cards from it. The next day she returned to the prospect
with those cards and gave them as a gift.
SEPTEMBER 2017

That is “Service” with a capital S and it differentiates her and
her dealership from most if not all of her competition. Her
creativity and sensitivity exemplify the difference that personal
service brings to business and the secret to success for our
industry.
The message: If we look like and act like everyone else, we will
fail to survive against online competitors. But if we find ways to
become truly “service-focused” businesses rather than “supply
houses,” our opportunities to grow could be endless.
Unfortunately, I can already hear some of you saying, “My company doesn’t have in-house printing so I can’t do what your rep
friend did.”
So, what services do you provide? One salesperson I know
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found screws to fix a chair that was broken in the prospect’s
office and took the time to put it back together again. Another
brought samples of promotional items to a new business, just
for them to evaluate.
However, if your company doesn’t provide any other services
apart from delivery, if you can’t or won’t move beyond selling
the basics and if you won’t become more proactive than you
have ever been, then your business will suffer and possibly die.
As I suggested in last month’s article, continually cutting prices
to remain competitive cannot result in higher profitability. But
creativity of the kind I saw from my cold calling companion can
bring you closer to the monetary goals that you seek.
Creativity alone, however, is not enough. It must also be partnered with a commitment to consistently seek new opportunities.
Unfortunately, having worked with literally hundreds of dealers
in the past 12 years, I can tell you that it is a problem for far too
many enterprises who either won’t or can’t enforce the discipline of cold calling.
Cold calling is certainly not my favorite pastime but it is absolutely essential in the age of Amazon. So, cold call.

Enforce the discipline of cold calling on yourself if you are a rep
or with your team if you are a manager or owner. And whatever
else you do, don’t focus on beating everyone else’s price. You
know in your heart that most of our price-based enticements
are ultimately based on deception.
We are no cheaper than the big guys, but we can do a vastly
superior job when it comes to providing cost saving possibilities. No one else will perform account reviews anymore except
for their very largest customers. Suggesting lower priced substitutes in a personal way has been totally discarded except by
the most proactive independents.
Building relationships with prospects is no longer valued by
anyone but us. Go out and make new friends through cold calling. You might just sell something along the way!

Tom Buxton, founder and CEO of the InterBizGroup consulting organization, works
with independent office products dealers to help increase sales and profitability. A
regular contributor to INDEPENDENT DEALER for many years, Tom took some time off
to work on his new book, “Dating the Gatekeeper,” available from various booksellers
starting this month. For more information, visit www.interbizgroup.com.

A book about
building great sales
relationships &
growing new
business quickly...
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Avoiding the
Shiny Ball
Syndrome
By Marisa Pensa, founder of Methods in Motion

We’ve all been there. We attend a conference, hear a speech,
listen to a TED Talk, or read an excellent book packed with actionable ideas, and we are completely committed to starting a
new initiative.
In some cases, we may even hire an outside resource to assist us,
like hiring a personal trainer to get us into the gym consistently.
Then sometimes—not unlike singing up for a gym membership—
we lose interest after the initial months, our excitement and commitment wanes and life gets in the way.
What we are working on at the time may well have once started
out as a “shiny ball” and created in us a passion and fire to get it
done. But over time, the shine wears off and a new initiative—often just as worthwhile—catches our eye.
No matter what the initiative, creating a plan and executing the
plan are extremely challenging things for any businessperson,
myself included. To tackle this challenge head on, think about
one new initiative or program you are considering implementing
and answer the following:
1. What will this new initiative/program potentially do for us?
2. Have we clearly and realistically defined the time frame,
the work needed and the follow up required for successful
implementation?

past, have we typically seen it through to the end or do
we need to improve our track record?
After answering these questions, are you still excited about
implementing the initiative or program? If yes, then commit to
a plan. It’s better to plan in advance in terms of the processes,
people and accountabilities, than to forge ahead without being
properly resourced.
These words have power: “We are committed. Here is what we
have already planned.” Once you have done that, as corporate
trainer Chet Holmes talks about in his book, The Ultimate Sales
Machine, you will have the pig-headed commitment and discipline to stick to it.
The office supply industry is not easy. It is fiercely competitive
and it takes constantly analyzing and improving the way
business is done to be successful. Here are some guidelines for
staying the course with your organization:
1. H
 ave a leader in place with a clear vision, lots
of energy and a passion to succeed. Ideally, a
sales team leader is on fire with enthusiasm. Your leader
is responsible for creating the vision and the narrative
around what is expected of the team. To quote Stephen
Covey in his classic The 7 Habits of Highly Effective
People, “begin with the end in mind.” The leader needs

3. When our company has started a new initiative in the
SEPTEMBER 2017
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Relationships is to create a great sales environment
by catching people doing something right. Rewarding
positive activity encourages more positive activity. On a
small scale, it can be as simple as buying gift cards in
different dollar increments. Watch what happens when
they are given to people you catch doing things right!

to communicate well, reinforce the process and coach to
the desired results. If all you do is train the team once and
expect them to operate on autopilot, it just won’t work.
2. D
 efine your expectations. Your team members
should have the skills and abilities to fulfill their duties and
understand exactly what is expected of them in order to
excel in their role. If you fail to define what those desirable
skills and abilities are, you could keep or hire people who
are not a good fit for the demands of the job.
3. D
 efine the right sales process for your company
and prepare a toolkit of resources. There is an
economy of scale to having a clearly defined sales
process. As small business guru Michael Gerber states in
The E-Myth, “The system and process run the business.
The people run the system.” To reach your sales goals,
you have to have the right procedures and “toolkit” in
place, then the right people and a clearly defined vision of
what you will gain when you follow that process and stay
the course in the long run.
4. P
 raise progress and build from there. A key
takeaway from Ken Blanchard’s books such as The OneMinute Manager and Whale Done! The Power of Positive

5. L
 everage an expert or mentor. We leverage experts
and foster relationships with mentors because they have
valuable know-how and can help us see the future more
clearly and avoid costly mistakes. They can also add a
healthy dose of accountability for us to stay committed.
Put them to good use if the situation calls for it!
Don’t get distracted by the new shiny balls all around you. Focus. Continue to grow and be inspired by valuable conferences,
industry-focused training, books written by experts and more.
They can all help you to prioritize what great ideas to act upon
and define the commitment needed to ensure a positive end result. Good selling and good planning!

Marisa Pensa is founder of Methods in Motion, a sales training company that
helps dealers execute training concepts and create accountability to see both
inside and outside sales initiatives through to success. For more information,
visit www.methodsnmotion.com.

Sales Training Excellence

G R E A T S E L L I N G I S A P R O C E S S A R T F U L LY D O N E

Your partner
in increasing
accountability
and results!
When it comes to sales training, there are lots of options out there. The Methods in Motion
distinction is the way we truly roll up our sleeves to help Dealers get results.

Contact us at 678-574-6072

www.methodsnmotion.com
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How Do You
Measure Success?
By Betsy Hughes

Everything in life is measured. As a young
student in school, your success is measured by your grades. In order to drive a
car, your age, ability, and knowledge of the
law are all measured before you can get a
license. Since we’re used to measuring so
many things in our personal life, it’s only
natural that we do the same professionally.
Most highly effective organizations
measure success by keeping a pulse on
all sales activity and FriendsOffice is no
different.
We do this by setting individual and company-wide goals that drive our efforts forward. Not only do we utilize all applicable
means through order entry software, but
we also monitor each and every Customer
Relationship Management entry.
We look at the ratio of “sales dollars to
goal” as more than just a dollar figure; we
see all sales dollars as the result of cumulative sales activity.
We make it a priority to measure variable
statistics so that we can uphold our efficiencies and strengthen our core competencies in all departments, which ultimately
moves the needle on gross profit margin.
At FriendsOffice, our sales activities ultimately include our sales funnel, call ratios, e-mailed communications, and direct
mailings.
We measure these actions through daily
reports and we compare them with resulting actions like average order size and average lines per order. We correlate each of
these activities with our company’s sales
growth.
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The great thing about our software today
(and the software of the future) is that it
enables us to continually measure progress against goals we’ve put in place ourselves.
The most effective means we have to
measure our company’s desired success
is a projection tool called our pipeline.
Our pipeline is considered healthy when
it’s full of various conversations with many
different product category decision makers. It’s also in good shape when balanced
with different types of communications
(e-mails, calls, direct mail pieces, etc.)
and when it’s moving from prospecting to
customer activities.
Our marketing measurements also play
into our sales activity goals. Through
e-mail marketing campaigns, we create
“link backs” and “calls to action” that
prompt an e-mail or customer survey response from the end user—all of which
are measured and monitored.
We send out communications that specifically price products to a targeted list and
then look at the resulting sales dollars in
comparison to prior months by way of our
CRM software, Acsellerate and Sales-i.
We generate coupon codes for variable
printed and digital marketing pieces so
we can see who, what and where we are
impacting dollars.
Our team also manages the online presence of FriendsOffice through our website key words and meta descriptions, our
Google Business pages and our social
media sites, including Facebook, InstaINDEPENDENT DEALER

gram and Twitter.
All of these important steps improve our
SEO rankings, which in turn, drives organic traffic to our website.
Another key form of measurement focuses on the day-to-day activities of our operational staff. With our warehouse and
receiving crew focusing on daily safety
procedure goals, we pro-actively avoid
incidents and lost productivity.
Our delivery professionals utilize JumpTrack software to organize their routes
and plan efficient days, while our purchasing department focuses on the best
time of day or month to make the most
cost effective buys.
Even our accounting department sets goals
and measures “Days Sales Outstanding”
which directly relates to cash flow.
Collectively, we know consistent communication within our various departments
and measuring our goals is key to the
overall growth of our company.
If your business is only analyzing sales
results, you’re really only seeing what
you’ve done in the past. FriendsOffice is
continually looking to the future!
Remember, we measure things every single day at home and in our personal lives.
We set goals, we gauge our success, and
we create plans to help us get there. Why
should work be any different?

Betsy Hughes is president of FriendsOffice in Findlay,
Ohio.
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